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Ravines cleanup behind GVA, A3
Soccer remains 
undefeated, B2
Courtesy Photo / Don Kern
Making large strides: Neil Sauter, a GVSU graduate, will walk in the Grand Rapids Marathon on stilts to raise money for the United Cerebral Palsy 
Association of Michigan
Graduate to don stilts for 
marathon to raise money
Alumnus will walk on stilts to generate money for cerebral palsy research
By Michelle Hamilton
GVL News Editor
A 2006 alumnus of Grand Valley 
State University will walk on stilts this 
weekend to raise money for people with 
disabilities.
Neil Sauter, 24, hopes it is not windy 
this Sunday when he attempts to walk 
the Grand Rapids Marathon on 36-inch- 
high aluminum stilts.
Sauter is stilt-walking to raise money 
for a loan-fund program offered through
See more: visit www. 
lanthorn.com after the 
marathon Sauter's results
the United Cerebral Palsy of Michigan. 
The program assists people with 
disabilities in purchasing technological 
equipment.
“People with disabilities should be 
given every opportunity they can to be 
able to work,” Sauter said.
He has worked with people who have 
disabilities at the Hope Center in Adrian, 
Mich., and Sauter has a mild case of 
cerebral palsy himself. In Sauter’s 
case, the cerebral palsy affects his calf 
muscles, he said. It restricts them from 
developing and makes them tight, he 
added.
A college scholarship he received 
through the Michigan Rehabilitation
Services is what inspired him to 
fundraise for UCP. he said.
Sauter’s younger sister Renae, a 
junior at GVSU, had forgotten about her 
brother’s disability until people started 
talking about it because of the race, she 
said.
Other than a slight limp when he 
walks, Sauter has never let cerebral 
palsy get in his way, Renae said.
“My brother is a headstrong person,” 
she said. “If he wants to do something, 
he will.”
A five-person relay team from the 
UCP will walk alongside Sauter to
See Marathon, A2
^Internet memorials create online afterlife
Z By Dana Blinder
Z GVL Copy Editor
* Online personal pages like Facebook and Myspace are the 
crave among the living.
• But what happens to your page after you die?
Web sites such as these now allow us to remember loved 
ones by keeping up with their Web pages or by creating 
memorial sites for them.
After Myspace — Mydeathspace.com
Mike Patterson, creator of the Mydeathspace.com, has made 
a place for the spirits of the dead to stay alive though online 
postings. It is a Web site dedicated to posting information on 
the deceased.
Screenshot of Web site
Morbid map: Mydeathspace com shows icons where people died who 
have profiles on the Web site
Profiles commonly feature information on the cause of 
death, links to related news articles, pictures of the deceased 
and a link to his or her former Myspace page.
Discussion forums also allow visitors to talk about details 
of the lives and deaths of those with profiles on Mydeathspace. 
com.
A large map of the U.S. posted on the site pinpoints the city 
connected with each profile. The profile map-markers are grim 
cartoon figures, mostly black and a few in red. Red figures 
signify a homicide or suicide. Scrolling over any figure shows 
the photo and partial profile of a dead person.
Mydeathspace.com has run into a few problems with 
posting inaccurate information and accidentally linking 
profiles of the deceased to the wrong Myspace account.
GVSU junior, Elizabeth Leskovar heard about 
Mydeathspace.com in a class that discussed the physiological 
aspects of death and dying.
“From what I know, I don’t think it’s a good Web site,” 
she said. “Certain information is disclosed that I’m sure the 
family is not notified about being posted.”
Online memorials are a positive method of remembering 
loved ones, but only information disclosed by the family 
should be available, Leskovar said.
"I learned in class that some Web sites or online memorials 
arc trying to get a copy of the death certificate from doctors 
(posted on the site),” she said. “I think that’s way too far.”
Facebook Memorials
Facebook now hosts several memorial applications 
particularly designed to be online memorials.
“Tribute,” an application created by Shawn Plew and Noah 
Coffey, allows users to add a small memorial box to their 
Facebook pages with the name and information of a deceased 
loved one.
Also, Facebook’s group feature allows friends and family 
members to remember deceased loved ones in a forum.
See Afterlife, A2
Grants roll in for 
wheelchair tennis
By Alicia Wireman
GVL Copy Editor
Two grants totaling $2,700 are helping 
the first collegiate wheelchair tennis team 
at Grand Valley State University pay for 
travel expenses and team uniforms.
GVSU’s Wheelchair Tennis Team, the 
Rolling leakers, received their most recent 
grant from the United States Professional 
Tennis Association last week. The team 
applied for the grant several months 
ago and received a check for $2,000 on 
Thursday. The money will go specifically 
toward travel expenses for the team’s first 
collegiate competition in February.
“We applied and requested funding 
because (wheelchair tennis) is a new 
program at Grand Valley,” said Lynn 
Bender. WTT program director. “We 
don’t have any pre-existing funding, so 
we are basically starting from scratch.”
The USPTA grant came shortly after 
the West Michigan Tennis Association 
awarded the team with a $700 grant. The 
WMTA is a local program of the United 
States Tennis Association. Bender said. 
The smaller grant was used to purchase 
the team’s uniforms.
"The students are working really hard 
to get fundraisers together to raise a few 
hundred dollars here and there,” Bender 
said. “They’re making the effort to go 
the extra mile, because grant money isn’t 
always a guarantee.” All of the team’s 
work from the summer is finally paying 
off, she added.
For members of the team, the grants 
represent more than just financial 
assistance.
“The money helped us gain support 
to become united,” said Jessica Sporte, 
WTT president. “We’re finally becoming 
official.”
Although the two grants have 
provided financial support for traveling 
and uniforms, other expenses still need to 
be covered, Sporte said.
Tire WIT recently applied for grants
with the Christopher Reeve’s Foundation 
and the United States Professional Tennis 
Registry.
“If we get those grants, they will 
probably go to things like a banner and 
promotion for the organization,” said 
WTT Vice President, Bryan Wilkinson. 
“Because (the team) is new, our biggest 
thing is getting out there and passing fliers 
around to gain support and recognition.”
Wilkinson said although he and the 
other team members have been applying 
for the grants, the team’s ultimate goal is 
to get able-bodied students involved with 
the organizational aspects of the team.
“A person doesn’t have to be a player 
to make the executive decisions of the 
team,” he said.
Bender agreed with Wilkinson and 
hopes the students and the university 
itself will become more involved and 
supportive, she said.
“Our goal from Grand Valley is to get 
the student funding from Student Life,” 
Bender said. The competitive travel grant 
from the Office of Student Life would 
help cover the team's traveling and 
tournament expenses, she added.
The OSL travel grant is available to 
GVSU sports clubs. To be eligible for 
funding, the team must submit paperwork 
to the OSL within four weeks of the 
tournament dates, so the first application 
for the WTT will not be due until January, 
Bender said.
“Somehow, somewhere, something 
will come through,” she said. “We 
have a great program and a great cause. 
The team benefits the university by 
encouraging students to play the first 
disabled collegiate sports team in GVSU 
history.”
The WTT will continue to raise 
funds for future expenses. Bender said. 
Students or organizations interested in 
helping the WTT raise funds can contact 
WTT President Jessica Sporte via e-mail, 
Jess_Sporte@sporteonline.com.
awireman@lanthom.com
Courtesy Photo / Lynn Bender, Collegiate Wheelchair Tennis Director 
Good grant: Tom Daglis, on behalf of the United States Professional Tennis Association, presents 
a check to the GVSU wheelchair tennis team organization. The $2,000 grant will go toward the 
team's travel expenses
Student launches worldwide peace day
By Danielle Arndt
GVL Staff Writer
Grand Valley State University 
student Veronica Kirin’s idea to 
host an international Day of Silence 
promoting peace spread rapidly.
“It became its own kind of wildfire,” 
Kirin said. “Sure I started a spark, but 
people have just taken it and run with 
it — done absolutely everything they 
can to spread the word to their friends 
and other schools.”
The Peace Movement, as the 
organization is now called, is a 
grassroots group Kirin created to 
motivate young people around the 
world to take action in a cause they 
believe in, she said. People at GVSU 
— and hopefully across the globe — 
wore a white piece of cloth with the 
word “peace” written on it tied around 
their mouths all day Tuesday.
“Everyone these days wants to be
heard,” Kirin said. “Silence seems to 
be the most effective tool.”
Silence draws attention to the 
problem and creates awareness, she 
said. Speaking has become essential in 
society and someone who is willing to
See Silence, A2
GVL Photo Illustration / Josh Cygan
Promoting peace: On Tuesday people 
around the world wore pieces of white doth 
over their mouths that read "PEACE' to make 
a difference with their silence
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Marathon
continued from page A1
keep him company during 
the 26.2 mile walk. Relay team 
member Pam Patchak-Schuster 
said she thinks completing a 
marathon on stilts shows Sauter’s 
support for UCP’s programs.
“I think he’s the poster boy 
for the fact that people with 
disabilities have plenty of 
abilities," said Patchak-Schuster. 
UCP program manager.
Any money donated 
through Sauter’s fundraiser 
will be matched by the federal
government 3:1. The UCP has a 
grant for their loan-fund program 
through the U.S. Department of 
Education Rehabilitation Services 
Administration that will match 
up to $150,000 raised, said UCP 
Grants Manager Carolyn Brown.
So far, Sauter has raised about 
$4<X), and it has all been money 
he collected himself from handing 
out fliers. Brown said.
While Sauter is walking the 
marathon this weekend, he will 
have more than fundraising on 
his mind. He will also attempt 
to break the world record for
completing a marathon on stilts. 
The current fastest time is 8 hours, 
57 minutes and 58 seconds, held 
by Bill “Stretch” Coleman of 
Denver, Colo.
Sauter got his training on stilts 
from working as a clown with 
the High Five Guys. He has had 
his fair share of falls — seven 
all together. However, he is 
not worried about falling this 
weekend, he said. To keep his feet 
steady, Sauter will be duct taping 
them in.
Last year, Sauter attempted to 
run the Grand Rapids Marathon
on foot without training in 
advance. He finished 18 miles 
and then quit when he started to 
feel pain, he said.
“I didn’t have any motivation 
to finish (last time), but this time I 
do," Sauter said.
The 2007 Grand Rapids 
Marathon will start at the David 
D. Hunting YMCA downtown 
Sunday. The official race start 
time is 8 a.m., but Sauter and the 
other “velocity challenged” racers 
will begin at 7 a m.
news @ lanthorn.com
Think fast - think FedEx
.Ground. Thinking about soma last cash and halp 
with collage? Join tha fast paced FedEx Ground team 
as a part-time Packaga Handlar You'll work up a sweat 
And in return, get a weekly paycheck, tuition assistance 
and more
Multiple shifts to fit your busy schedule!
Shift Times:
4:00am -9 00am 
SOOpm - 10:00pm
‘Start and end tunes may vary by one hour
Please apply in person between 9:00am 
and 4:00pm Monday through Thursday.
We are located at:
3378 Three Mile Road 
Walker, Ml 49544
P/T Package Handlers
Qualifications:
• 18 years or older
• Ability to load, unload, sort packages
• Part-time, 5-day week
• $8 50 or $9.50/hr to start, scheduled raises
Tuition Assistance After 30 Days! 
FedEx.com/us/careers
fed
Ground
upper level lower level
DON'T BE FOOLS
THIS IS THE BEST PLACE 
IN ALLENDALE.
RATES ARE SO LOW,
YOU HAVE TO 
SEE IT TO BELIEVE IT!
NOW LEASING
FOR 2008
CAN'T COMPETE WITH
2000SQFT
level
(vpper Beech
T O W N M O M E S
Off-Campus Student Housing for only
A A Per Person
•rates vary depending on number of occupants
4 Bedroom Unit 
1800 Sq. Ft. 
Allows Pets 
Washer and Dryer Hook-up 
Big Back Yard 
Quiet and Country Atmosphere
Get lore
j
Afterlife
continued from page A1
One such group is dedicated 
to the life of former GVSU 
student John Dannison.
Dannison, who was from 
Stevensville, Mich., passed away 
when he was 21 from cancer, 
said friend Austin Peters.
Peters, a Western Michigan 
University student, created a 
Facebook memorial group for 
Dannison in November 2006, 
a few months after Dannison 
passed away.
“1 thought it would be nice 
to let everybody express their 
memories of him in a place 
where all his close friends were,” 
Peters said.
Many of their mutual friends 
and Dannison’s friends from 
GVSU connected through 
Facebook. he said.
Peters said the group has 
gotten a positive response from 
friends and family who all come 
together to remember Dannison.
“I came up with the idea as 
my own way of mourning,” he 
said.
The memorial group has 
connected all Dannison’s friends 
who didn’t know each other. It 
has turned into a healthy way for 
everyone to share experiences 
they had with him, and the ways 
he impacted their lives, Peters
Grand Valley Lanthorn_____
said. —
Online Obituaries
Matthysse Kuiper DeGraff 
Funeral Home in Allendale, 
Mich, began to offer online 
condolence pages to the family 
of the deceased about five years 
ago, said owner John Kuiper. *
"I have to admit, when I first 
saw it, I found it was impersonal, 
but we live in a busy world and 
people find it very convenient^!’ 
he said.
The popularity and volume 
of online obituaries is definitely 
growing, Kuiper said. ,
Short anecdotes and memories 
are commonly left as messages 
on the memorial sites, but ofteji 
friends of the deceased write 
paragraphs filled with memories 
remembe ing those passed, he 
said.
The funeral home’s obituarC 
pages are linked to the Grana 
Rapids Press online obituaries, 
making the Web site very easy tb 
maintain, Kuiper said.
“People that live out of statb 
may check in with home by 
checking the obituary page in 
their hometown newspaper,1* 
Kuiper said. “In that regard,’I 
think (online memorials) arp 
good.”
dblinder@lanthorn. corh
Silence
continued from page A1
give up that and communicate 
through writing is eye-catching, 
she added.
“1 complimented her for taking 
the initiative to do something in this 
regard — students, overall, were 
respectful and seemed interested 
in what she was doing,” said 
GVSU Anthropology professor 
Janet Brashler.
Kirin got the idea for a Day 
of Silence back in January. She 
said she felt frustrated by the 
complacency of today’s youth.
TTie Peace Movement 
originated as a Facebook group 
and grew to include its own Web 
site and e-mail address.
The group has more than 330 
members across nine different 
countries. Two of the largest 
groups, not including the United 
States, are in Pakistan and South 
Africa.
“All of my professors were 
really supportive,” Kirin said. 
“Some even used me as an example 
and an opportunity to speak to 
students about peace and other 
world issues. I think the hardest 
part was not being able to speak in 
my foreign language class.”
Kirin’s French professor, Carol 
Wilson, gave her credit for rising 
to the challenge of not speaking in 
a language class. It was awkward 
to be silent in a class based on 
interaction, but the students had 
fun with it, Wilson said. “The rest 
of the class was definitely made 
at least aware of the cause,” she
added.
The idea of peace as no war 
and a world where people live in 
perfect harmony with one anotheV 
is extreme, Kirin said. She defined 
peace as co-existence.
The movement is about 
empowerment, she said. She 
listened to her friends talk about 
the things they wanted to do or 
become involved in or problems 
in society they wanted to changC 
Most of them did not know how to 
get started though, she said. What 
Kirin wanted to do was give them 
a starting point.
“It’s always this really abstract 
idea for them to actually take tfw 
step and go to a soup kitchen and 
help out. or to do anything beyond 
donating money,” she said.
Joe Montegomery, a student Eft 
Wasthenaw Community College, 
hopes the movement will lead to 
other demonstrations, teach-ins, 
protests'arid evetrw in'tfte'future; 
Montegomery designed the 
graphics for The Peace Movement 
posters and took the pictures for 
Kirin’s Web site.
It is interesting that being silent 
can be a great way to open up 
communication and discussion, 
Montegomery said. '
“If you have just a few people 
at each campus, they can makb 
a huge difference,” he said. “I 
think the movement offers a great 
opportunity to impact the world 
positively, so I hope that people 
get involved and become more 
active within the movement.” *r
darndt@lanthorn.com
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News in Brief
Season opens for national 
diampions in dodgeball
The defending national 
champion, GVSU’s club 
dodgeball team, will face 
Saginaw Valley State 
University in its first match of 
the 2007-08 season Sunday. 
The match begins at noon in 
the Fieldhouse Arena.
GVSU dodgeball earned 
their national title last year after 
defeating the former champion 
Ohio State University.
Local post office expands 
passport services
,■ The Lamont Post Office 
has expanded their passport 
processing services to 
Saturdays. The post office will 
4lso remain open an additional 
half hour, until 11:30 a.m., on 
these days to accommodate 
customers.
Travelers wanting to use 
the Saturday passport services 
need to call the post office 
ip advance and schedule an 
appointment.
Passport processing hours 
f(jr Lamont Post Office:
Monday-Friday 8:30 a.m. 
to noon — anytime 
•\ Monday-Friday 1:30 to 3 
p.m. — appointment only 
., Saturday 9 to 11:30 a.m. 
— appointment only
( The Lamont Post Office 
is located at 4521 Leonard 
Road.
, For more information, or to 
schedule an appointment call 
(pi 6) 677-5437.
Rowling outs Albus 
Qumbledore during tour
„ J.K. Rowling, author of the 
fjlarry Potter series, announced 
Oct. 19 in New York that the 
headmaster of Hog wart’s 
School of Witchcraft and 
Wizardry is gay.
> In his younger days, 
Dqmblettore had fallen in love 
\#ith his rival in the seventh 
book, dark wizard Gellert 
Grindelwald.
Rowling’s statement at 
Carnegie Hall was in response 
to a question from the audience, 
according to a report from The 
New York Times.
House supports Bush's child 
health care veto
.l In a re-vote, members of 
the House decided in favor 
of President George Bush’s 
veto of a bill that would have 
provided $35 billion in health 
insurance for children.
-x The re-vote took place Oct. 
18.
T Democrats are planning 
Co alter the bill and send it 
back to Congress for further 
Consideration next month, 
Recording to a report from The 
{xlew York Times.
•
Assault occurs in audience of 
pVSU Drag Show
• An assault occurred during 
GVSU’s third annual drag 
show on Oct. 17.
• The following is a statement 
of fact regarding the incident:
On Oct. 17 at 7 p.m., 
Grand Valley State University 
Pepartment of Public Safety 
officers were dispatched to 
an assault in progress at the 
Preforming Arts building on 
the Allendale campus.
• A cell phone caller 
followed and directed officers 
(o the location of the suspect. 
The subject was detained and 
{he undisputed facts of the 
mvestigation lead to an arrest 
©f the suspect.
• The victim of that assault 
was transported to an area 
hospital for head injuries.
[ Other assaultive behavior 
fras alleged during the course 
Of the police investigation.
• Eighteen witnesses were 
jjiterviewed.
• Several statements that 
disagreed with one another 
were obtained during the 
mvestigation. Because of the 
inconsistent statements, no 
Additional arrests were made 
It that time.
_ The report of the incident 
{las been forwarded to the 
Ottawa County Prosecutors 
Office for possible criminal 
charges against others involved 
In the incident.
Cleanup to restore ravines
Ravines behind Grand 
Valley Apartments to be 
cleaned up, collection of 
large items has built up
By Michelle Hamilton
GVL News Editor
Residents of Grand Valley Apartments 
probably have no idea there is an old 
dump in their backyard.
The collection of large items and scrap 
metal is sitting in a shallow crevice of the 
Ravines and is not visible without some 
exploration, said Tracy Watson, president 
of Grand Valley State University’s Student 
Environmental Coalition. The site is about 
a three or four minute walk from GVA, 
she said.
People who walk across the Little Mac 
Bridge sometimes see a couch or a bike 
that has been thrown over the side and 
they think that is sad — but it is nothing 
compared to the dumping ground behind 
GVA, Watson said.
The SEC is hosting their annual fall 
cleanup of the Ravines this Saturday in 
conjunction with Sustainabilty Week on 
GVSU’s campus.
In previous cleanups, the SEC has 
uncovered bodies of cars, a Coke machine 
and large pieces of scrap metal.
“(The cleanup) is a way to get people 
around here outraged enough about 
something to care,” Watson said. “Every 
time we get back there we make a dent.”
The Ravines dump site was used by 
Allendale Township residents during the 
’50s and ’60s. There is no evidence that 
the dump was official and it has likely 
not been used since the late 60s, said Tim 
Thimmesch, assistant vice president of 
Facilities Services at GVSU.
“I think it’s important that we’re a good 
steward of those resources that we have,” 
Thimmesch said.
GVSU university officials discovered
GVl I Pete Jabberer
Trash dump: The ravines behind Grand Valley Apartments was previously a dumping ground that includes tires, concrete slabs and other large items.
the collection tires, car parts and other 
large commodity items while in the 
process of purchasing GVA in 2000, he 
said.
A contractor who GVSU hired to 
examine the site estimated a cleanup 
cost upward of $40,000 for what he 
approximated to be 30 tons of trash. 
The contractor also tested the soil and 
determined that no hazardous chemicals 
were present at the site, Thimmesch said.
Cleaning up the dumping ground is on 
GVSU’s list of things to do, but it is not an 
immediate concern, he said. SEC members 
have done a wonderful job of cleaning the
Ravines and saving the university money, 
he added.
Since the spring of2004 SEC has hosted 
two yearly cleanups of the Ravines, said 
former SEC President Jordan DeVries. 
Students who enjoy hiking in the Ravines 
discovered the site behind GVA and 
decided to do something about it, DeVries 
said.
They have filled at least one dumpster 
with scrap metal in the fall and one in the 
spring every year since then. A dumpster 
is equivalent to about one ton of trash, 
DeVries added.
The result of the using the Ravines as
a dumping ground was the creation of two 
separate worlds: One naturally beautiful 
and one that needs some help, said 
GVSU Sustainabilty Director Norman 
Christopher.
“It isn’t just a can here or a can there, 
these are fairly large items,” Christopher 
said.
The SEC cleanup crew is meeting in 
parking Lot R at 10 a.m. and the cleanup 
is scheduled until 2 p.m. People interested 
in helping can show up any time, Watson 
said.
news @ lanthorn .com
Reception held for 
prospective studentsXiim »» i i A' •»••>. ' ;m r
By Catherine Dugan
GVL Staff Writer
The admissions procedures 
at Grand Valley State University 
have not changed much since 
Proposal 2.
“We’ve been doing the right 
things all along, not accepting 
based on race,” said Janene 
Breneman, associate director of 
Admissions.
After Proposal 2 was passed. 
President Thomas J. Haas 
released a statement on diversity 
to the GVSU community. More 
challenges have been posed to the 
university in creating a diverse 
learning community.
“This test of our values will 
ultimately strengthen Grand 
Valley’s commitment to providing 
a rich learning environment as 
stated in the university’s vision, 
mission and 
values,” Haas 
said.
GVSU 
representatives 
traveled 
to Sterling 
Heights, Mich.
Tuesday to 
show students 
what the
university has 
to offer.
The regional 
reception brought a piece of 
campus to residents on the east 
side of Michigan. The program 
included a faculty speaker, alumni 
speaker and information about 
admissions, financial aid and 
housing.
College recruiters usually 
visit students during school, 
but this is an evening event, 
said Jodi Chycinski, director of 
Admissions.
“This is an opportunity for 
students to bring parents with 
them,” she said.
GVSU will host five other 
receptions this year, mostly during 
the fall. Receptions this year will 
take place in Southfield, Dearborn 
and Lansing. Two others will be in 
Illinois and the locations change 
every year, Chycinski added.
She estimated 400 to 500 
students and parents would attend 
the Sterling Heights reception, 
which is higher than normal. The 
average at any given reception is 
250 people, she said.
A luncheon was also held for 
local guidance counselors Tuesday
“We are trying to 
support the goals the 
university has, and the 
university does value 
diversity.”
JODI CHYCINSKI
DIRECTOR, ADMISSIONS
before the reception. During the 
luncheon, counselors got a chance 
to learn about GVSU, Chycinski 
said.
Recruiters also visit more than 
500 high schools throughout Ohio, 
Illinois, Indiana and Michigan, 
including the Upper Peninsula, 
during the fall semester. GVSU 
recruits in Michigan more heavily 
than other states because that is 
where 96 percent of the university’s 
students are from, Chycinski said.
There is also a recruiter that 
goes abroad to bring international 
students to campus. GVSU 
has about 280 foreign students, 
Chycinski said. This number 
includes exchange students, as 
well as graduate and undergraduate 
students.
“We are trying to support the 
goals the university has, and the 
university does value diversity,” 
she said.
However, 
GVSU does 
not accept or 
deny students 
based on race 
or ethnicity. 
Diversity ismore 
than physical 
characteristics, 
Chycinski 
added.
“There 
are never two 
applications that 
are identical,” she said.
Acceptance is based on a 
number of com, onents including 
the kinds of courses completed 
during high school, cumulative 
GPA, ACT score and two short 
answer questions.
The middle 50 percent of the 
2007 freshman class had a GPA 
between 3.4 and 3.8 and an ACT 
composite score ranging from 22 
to 26.
This is a slight increase from 
previous years because the number 
of applicants has increased while 
the size of the freshman class 
stayed the same, Chycinski said.
When recruiters visit high 
schools they have key points, 
“must tells," that they share with 
students, Breneman said.
These include GVSU’s quick 
facts and information such as 
the application process and the 
registration deadlines. They also 
encourage students to come visit 
because the campus sells itself, 
Breneman said.
cdugan@lanthom com
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Trayless ana stacking: Sophmore Breanna Betz waits in 
line at Fresh Foods to receive another plate of food
By Kyle Meinke
GVL Staff Writer
Those who dine at the Fresh Food Company 
arrived on campus earlier this year to find a major 
change awaiting them.
The Fresh Food Company stopped providing 
trays before the beginning of the fall semester, 
part of Campus Dining’s dedication to the 
sustainability initiative at Grand Valley State 
University, said Deb Rambadt,
Campus Dining.
“The removal of the trays in 
Fresh Food has had a tremendous 
impact on decreasing our levels 
of waste,” Rambadt said. “I 
hate the idea that we put these 
harmful chemicals into the 
environment. If something as 
simple as removing trays can 
have such a large impact, then 
it’s something we have to try.”
Rambadt estimates Fresh 
Food saves per week about 960 
pounds of food, 1.040 gallons 
of water, 15 pounds of detergent 
and 15 gallons of sanitizer.
She suggests the sizable 
reduction in food waste is 
the result of customers no longer piling large 
amounts of food on their trays. Now they are 
taking quantities closer to what they will actually 
consume.
“We’re not trying to discourage people from 
getting the full value of their money,” Rambadt 
said. “Customers are always welcome to get back 
up and get more food. We’re just trying to do our 
part to be environmentally conscious.”
Commons used 2.32 million gallons of water 
during the quarter ending in September, almost a 
500,000 gallon decrease from the same time period 
last year, said Facilities Engineer Terry Pahl. 
Additionally, 179,914 kilowatt-hours of energy 
was used during the quarter ending in September, 
down from the 186,500 kWh expended during the 
same period last year.
The decreases cannot be solely attributed
See more:
Go to the editorial on page A4
“We're not trying to 
discourage people 
from getting the full 
value of their money."
DEB RAMBADT
CAMPUS DINING MANAGER
Fresh Food 
Company 
saves big 
without trays
Fresh Food saves almost 
500,000 gallons of water this 
quarter compared to Sept. ’06
to sustainability initiatives, Pah! said. Other 
improvements, such as updating heating valves, 
changing exhaust fans to activate only while ovens 
are operating and fixing a faulty water valve that 
was stuck wide-open have also contributed to the 
savings, he said.
“We need more time to assess the numbers 
to see what the true affect of removing the trays 
has had, but we are definitely headed in the right 
direction,” Pahl added. “Even though we have 
been expanding, we have been reducing our 
utilities bills.”
Despite the environmental 
and economic benefits reaped 
from eliminating trays, not 
everyone has been thrilled about 
dining without them.
“Among the returning 
students and staff, there 
was quite a bit of negative 
feedback during the first three 
or four weeks of the semester,” 
Rambadt said.
The complaints began to 
filter away as the semester 
progressed and customers 
became used to the absence of 
trays and the reasons for their 
exclusion, she added.
There have also been 
unexpected benefits of removing the trays, said 
Tyson Dubay, sustainability manager for Campus 
Dining.
Lines have become shorter because guests are 
getting less food at one time. Dubay said. Also, 
people spend less time eating, meaning there is 
a quicker turnaround that leaves more seating 
available for customers, he added.
Besides tray removal. Campus Dining has 
made other sustainability efforts like using hemp 
work shirts, sugar cane-based disposable plates, 
biodegradable grocery bags and environmentally 
friendly packaged products.
Looking toward the future, Dubay would like 
to see more sustainability actions taken. He said 
one possibility could be customers sorting their 
own waste, compost and recyclable materials.
“Our Fresh Food footprint can be reduced,” 
Dubay said. “It’s not that hard, so why not try?”
kmeinke@lanthorn. com
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Beyond recycling
This week’s third annual Sustainability 
Week should remind us that sustainability 
works in many ways, from restorative 
measures such as removing trash from 
old dumping grounds to preventative 
measures such as Fresh Food Company’s 
cessation of trays.
Since Sustainability Week first emerged from a single day 
three years ago, it continues to becomes more involved for 
the university and surrounding area.
This year’s events include authors, artists and Grand 
Rapids Mayor George Hartwell, who will speak today 
regarding the city’s work in relation to sustainability.
Grand Rapids holds an award from the United Nations as a 
center of excellence for education in sustainability, the only 
city in the United States to have such an honor.
GVSU follows suit with its continued pledge to 
sustainability, including its work for LEED-certified 
buildings.
Though recycling is still a great everyday way to help the 
environment, sustainability efforts have grown far beyond 
that.
This year’s events focus on the triple bottom line, which 
emphasizes people, prosperity and the planet as ways to 
approach sustainability. Sustainability affects not only the 
environment, but also society and the economy as well.
One example is Fresh Food Company’s removal of trays 
earlier this year. The action was met by complaints from 
many in the university community, but the effects are far- 
reaching.
For the price of not being able to carry as much food quite 
as easily, the university community saves about 960 pounds 
of food, 1,040 gallons of water, 15 pounds of detergent and 
15 gallons of sanitizer a week.
The university community is helped environmentally 
by the lack of chemicals and water used. It is helped 
economically by the products saved, especially 960 pounds 
of food per week. And, it is helped socially, as Campus
fining has noticed less lines and a quicker turnaround that aves more seating available for customers.In restorative measures, students are removing literally 
tons of garbage from a former dump behind Grand Valley 
Apartments. Again, not only is the environment being helped, 
but these cleanup efforts are saving the university tens of 
thousands of dollars in cleanup costs.
The effects of sustainability are far-reaching, from a single 
bottle recycled to an entire university going trayless. It is up 
to everybody to pitch in.
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“Everyone these days wants to be 
heard. Silence seems to be the most 
effective tool.”
Veronica Kirin
GVSU student, on the 
peace Day of Silence
GVL OPINION POLICY -
The ultimate goal of the Grand 
Valley Lanthorn opinion page is to 
stimulate discussion and action on 
topics of interest to the Grand Valley 
Community.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn 
welcomes reader viewpoints and 
offers three vehicles of expression for 
reader opinions: letters to the editor, 
guest columns and phone responses.
Letters must include the author's 
name and be accompanied by current 
picture identification if dropped off 
in person. Letters will be checked 
by an employee of the Grand Valley 
Lanthorn.
Letters appear as space permits 
each issue. The limit for letter length
I
is one page, single spaced.
The editor reserves the right to edit 
and condense letters and columns for 
length restrictions and clarity.
All letters must be typed.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn will 
not be held responsible for errors 
that appear in print as a result of 
transcribing handwritten letters or e- 
mail typographic errors.
The name of the author is usually 
published but may be withheld for 
compelling reasons.
The content, information and 
views expressed are not approved 
by nor necessarily represent those of 
the university, its Board of Trustees, 
officers, faculty and staff.
I
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YOUR INSIGHTS ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Are you dressing up for Halloween? 
If so, as what?
&
"No, last year 1 took 
my niece out (trick-or- 
treating) and we both 
dressed up as cats. But
1 have to work this year 
so 1 won't be able to 
dress up."
"No, 1 haven't dressed 
up in years. But I'm 
going to a haunted 
house though so I'm 
doing something."
"1 don't know yet. It's 
too far in advance. 1 
don't have a costume, 
but I'm sure if 1 go 
somewhere I'll end up 
being something.”
"Yes, I'm being Indiana 
Jones. The fedora, jacket 
— it's the whole get up. 
It's Indy."
"Yes, I'm going to be -c 
Cable from 'Cable and j. 
Deadpool.' It's from ,r 
'X-Men.'"
r
< •
Angela Jimenez
Senior
Nursing
Sean Dawson
Senior
Biomedical Science
Taylor Helmes
Senior
Physical Education
Devin O'Meara
Senior
Anthropology
.(•
Tyler Wiedmeyer
Sophomore umi >-><i
Biology
GVL STUDENT OPINION
The double edge sword
By Corey Jackson
GVL Columnist
When dealing with an 
intimate relationship between 
two people, the concept of 
love can be fulfilling but 
hurtful at the same time.
This is because those 
whom we claim to love 
sometimes have the greatest 
potential to cause the most 
hurt in our lives. Having such 
large amounts of emotions 
and feelings toward someone 
can satisfy us so much to the 
point where we convince 
ourselves that only this one 
individual will ever be able to 
fulfill our criteria required for 
a perfect relationship.
Shakespeare once said: 
“When my love tells me she is 
made of truth, I do believe her, 
though I know she lies.” With 
that said, ask yourself how 
you have invested so much 
time and faith in a relationship
only to 
find out 
things 
weren’t 
as ideal 
as you 
expected 
them to 
be?
Some Jackson 
relation­
ships last for years, beginning 
with infatuation, trust and 
curiosity only to end with so 
many tears that could fill an 
ocean.
Think back to your first 
love and its duration. Do you 
remember the countless dates 
you went on or the many 
times the both of you would 
simply cuddle and speak of 
how much you loved each 
other? The thoughts of getting 
your heart broken probably 
crossed your mind very 
seldom, if at all.
At the time, the infatuation 
was so strong that it repressed 
any feelings of heartbreak. Of
course the possibilities of an 
unhappy ending were always 
realized, but they only existed 
in the back of your minds.
The possibility of heart 
break only became a striking 
reality when it actually 
happened, when the person 
whom you loved told you that 
he or she didn’t think things 
were going to work out.
I think it’s odd how we can 
understand that love never 
promises to be everlasting. 
However we still choose 
to only honor its idealisms. 
Doing so isn’t necessarily 
a bad thing, for if we didn’t 
strive to work toward what 
we believe to be ideal and 
self satisfying then we 
would never fulfill any of 
our purposes in life. But it’s 
amazing to imagine how 
depressing the aftermath of a 
broken relationship can be, all 
because of love.
Is it all a game of trial 
and error? I ask this question 
because it seems as if the
of love-
involvement of love in an ^ 
intimate relationship is one 
of the only emotions in life 
that starts with obsession and “ 
infatuation, followed by two 
way personality corrections 
that may or may not provide 
us with the outcome we 
initially expected and strived ’. 
for. ;
Similar to a puzzle, we 
consistently try to match the . 
pieces of love in the correct 
places in an attempt to reveal 
the big picture. Some may 
find it after the first try and 
there are others who repeat the 
process countless times.
Love...a self satisfying ! 
emotion that provides 
complete euphoria and 
indescribable pain at the same 
time.
This four letter word 
may drive most of us crazy 
at times, but what are we 
without it?
* c*
cjackson® lanthorn .com,
Halloween
By Dana Blinder
GVL Copy Editor
Put yourself in this scene: 
You’re in a haunted house, 
and three witches run out from 
behind the scenery, cackling. 
What’s your first response? 
Scream? Run? Latch onto 
friend’s arm? Or is it to flash 
your chest at the green-faced, 
witch sisters? However 
unlikely the last option, I found 
it to be the response of my 
scaring adventures this past 
weekend.
The Grand Valley State 
University swim team trekked 
over to the Forest of Fear in 
Caledonia on Sunday for their 
first round of fundraising as 
scarers. As a former swimmer 
living with three current pool 
dwellers, I tagged along. It 
was really fun to be costumed, 
made-up and sent out into a 
scene. Throughout the night, I 
noticed three trends of visitors
brings out three types of people
Blinder
— the 
shriekies. 
the treaters 
and the no- 
funsies.
The
shriekies 
are pretty 
self 
explan­
atory.
They’re going to be your kids 
less than 8 years old, snot 
faced and begging their parents 
to turn around and leave.
You hear them in the later 
scenes asking the spookers 
not to scare them, in between 
sobs. Sometimes you'll find 
older shriekies, noticeable 
by their tight grip on a friend 
and perma-petrified face.
The top of the line shriekies 
occasionally get escorted out 
by haunted house personnel. 
Sometimes our scaries felt bad 
for shriekies and lay lifeless in 
their scenes as they pass.
Next are the treaters These
are your older crowd who 
are better suited for haunted 
activities. They want to be 
scared and appreciate the 
work that goes into these 
places. Treaters are jumpy and 
sometimes let out a few good 
screams. Some will giggle or 
respond, but never really hassle 
the scarers. The best ones can 
be sh(x>kcn up a bit and will 
move into a post-scare run. 
Generally speaking, they make 
scaring a treat. Good for the 
scarer and the scaries.
I>ast but not least arc the 
no-funsies. No-funsies are 
generally your middle school 
to high school crowd, but do 
not exclude a drunken older 
group with beer bellies. Their 
goal is to prove how brave and 
unphased they are by overly 
displaying their tough-guy 
attitudes. They’re going to try 
to be louder than the scarers 
and will finish up any spook 
by saying, “Dude, I totally saw 
that coming.”
They up the work level •** 
for the scarers by replying to !- 
ghoulish comments in a foolish 
way. Your normal spooky line ‘ 
like, “Can I eat your brains?” 
arc best followed by shrieks r 
or giggles instead of, "Yeah! 1 
Take mine, come on, cut open 1 •’ 
my head!” Such is the attitude ‘ 
of the ntvfunsies. They won’t •• 
scream, will try to get touched 
in non-touching attractions and’ 
basically waste their money r 
and the experience.
Working at the Forest * 
of Fear was by far the best 
Halloween activity I’ve ever 
been a part of. Encountering • 
a night worth of customers 
opened my eyes to the variety ' 
of ways we handle spook. All " 
in all, I hope you have a great,f4 
start to your Halloween season^ 
and urge you to save the chest-*’ 
baring for events that are mort* 
appropriate. 'L
M
dblituler@Uinthorn.com
Rachael Williams, Laker Life Editor 
lakerlife@lanthorn.com
Notes from 
Abroad
Samurai, Katana 
dreams made 
real in Japan
By David Calkins
GVL Study Abroad Writer
After doing my best to 
look in all the dark comers of 
Japan’s castles and double­
checking with a couple 
native Japanese, I can say 
Japan is not overrun with 
Ninja... which is rather sad 
for me. Ever since I watched 
my first episode of “Teenage 
Mutant Ninja Turtles,” I 
have been enamored with 
the mysterious warriors. The 
stealth, the treachery, the 
WEAPONS... with Ninja, it’s 
all good.
(And yes, this means that 
in the great Ninja vs. Pirates 
war, sorry swashbucklers, 
but I’m proud to crouch in 
the darkness with the black 
assassins.)
But as I grew older, my 
love of the ninja evolved 
into a love for the Samurai.
I always wondered what it 
meant to have the mindset of 
a Samurai — to be constantly 
ready to die at a moment’s 
notice, to give one’s life for 
honor, for loyalty, to know 
that every sunrise I awoke to 
might be the last one I would 
ever see. To me. Samurai 
and their Katana represent 
controlled passion. It is one 
of the ultimate powers — the 
power to take life — kept in 
check, honored, honed and 
respected.
For a while now, I have 
been researching Japanese 
Katana and I’ve found that 
it’s actually very difficult to 
find real swords in Japan. 
Katana are extremely 
sharp, extremely expensive, 
extremely deadly weapons. 
Each sword takes a minimum 
of 6 months to make 
properly and then must be 
immediately registered with 
the government as a work 
of art. Believe it or not, as a 
weapon, no person in Japan 
is allowed to own a single 
katana for themselves. So 
no, Japan isn’t swarming 
with Samurai either. But still, 
four months ago. the idea of 
coming to Japan and even 
just seeing a real blade with 
my own eyes was almost 
unimaginable.
' So last week as I stood 
inside a locked room on the 
top floor of a small shop in 
Osaka looking at a beautiful 
stretched sharkskin sheath,
I was floored when the 
attendant smiled, pointed 
at the hilt, and said to me 
“Doozo." Doozo means 
“please” like when you’re 
giving something to 
someone. He was telling me 
I could draw the blade.
I could feel the weight 
of the metal transfer to my 
hands when it slid from its 
sheath. The polished edge of 
the sword shone in the light 
like a wave crashing on a 
^i|ver shore. As 1 turned the 
edge in my hand, feeling 
the weight and admiring 
at the hilt, the store keeper 
asked me when America had 
been founded. Though my 
Japanese is still in its infant 
stages, I understood what he 
told me next: The sword I 
was holding was older than 
my own country was.
The fact that I’ve done 
karaoke in the land of the 
rising sun is a great story 
that I can tell. And it is a 
cool feeling to be able to 
say yes, sushi is amazing 
in Japan (and Italian food 
is absolutely horrible.) But 
holding a real unsheathed 
Shinken; a 400-year-old 
authentic Katana, valued at 
about $10,000 U.S. dollars... 
that, for me is a dream come 
true.
•
dcalkins@lanthorn.com
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Grand Rapids' haunted houses on display
GVL / Lindsey Waggoner
Fright or flight: Creepies 
and crawlies, monsters and 
zombies, 'tis the season to be 
scared! Haunted Houses are a 
major attraction this time of 
year. In the Haunted Hall in 
Grand Haven, people can walk 
through a maze of scares in the 
abandoned mineshaft. Though 
the drive to Grand Haven may 
be lengthy, the tickets are 
cheaper — $7 normally or $6 
with a Web coupon or item 
donated.
Area offers many 
different haunted 
houses, mazes for 
big scares
By AJ St. Martin
GVL Staff Writer
For Halloween thrills and chills 
this weekend, look no further than 
the haunted houses of the Grand 
Rapids area. Whether the goal is 
family fun or an experience of 
sheer terror, there is something 
for everyone.
On the lighter side, Grand 
Rapids offers the “Witch’s Walk,” 
a dizzying com maze with actors 
intermittently emerging from the 
stalks.
‘“Witch’s Walk’ was more 
kid-based,” said GVSU freshman 
Derek Pachla, a Political Science 
major.
There were quite a few families 
at this one. It was well decorated 
and a lot of fun, but definitely not 
for those looking to squeal their 
way to a change of pants.
“It was very short, and the 
scares were sporadic — few and 
far between,” said Chris Ohm, a 
GVSU freshman studying Pre- 
Medicine.
For $9 ($8 with a coupon 
from the Web site), victims can 
navigate the maze twice. A new 
route means new scares.
Though Grand Haven’s 
“Haunted Hall” is a longer drive, 
the $7 tickets ($6 with a Web 
coupon or a canned food item 
for donation to Love, Inc.) are 
an excellent deal. This year’s 
theme is an abandoned mineshaft
— dark twists and turns are full of 
the tortured souls (and sometimes 
bodies) of ex-miners.
"It was consistently creepy,” 
Pachla said. “They changed your 
surroundings rather than just 
having people jump out at you.”
Highlights included a 3-D 
glasses section, where some of 
the scenery was just black light 
paint.. and some of it was alive.
“That was really trippy,” Ohm 
said. “It was definitely worth the 
money and the drive.”
The “Haunted Hall” also offers 
a special “Lite Fright” hour, from 
6 to 6:45 p.m. on weeknights. This 
is less intense and recommended 
for children younger than 12.
“The Haunt” in Walker offers 
multiple scares. The indoor theme 
this year is “Reincarnated.” 
Zombies carouse through multiple 
sets including an insane asylum, 
hungry for flesh and ready to 
terrify.
“There was a lot going on,” 
said Darci VanDyke, a GVSU 
freshman. “There were a lot of 
trap doors. It looked very well put 
together.”
Outside, victims may dare 
attempt the “Dark Maze,” where 
curtains along the way may only 
be hiding dead ends...literally.
“The chainsaw guy actually 
made us scream,” VanDyke said.
Combination tickets for both 
events are $20. Tickets for “The 
Haunt” alone are $14. Purchasing 
online is a great way to avoid the 
lines.
“It was definitely worth it,” 
VanDyke said. “Money well 
spent.”
astmartin@lanthorn.com
Students to volunteer for Make a Difference Day
By Rachael Williams
GVI. Laker Life Editor
More than 400 Grand Valley State University students 
will join together Saturday to volunteer their time making 
a difference in the Grand Rapids community.
Make a Difference Day, the nation’s largest day 
of volunteering, is celebrated every year on the fourth 
Saturday of October, said Heather Hallagan, graduate 
assistant for service initiatives in the Office of Student 
of Life.
Hallagan added Make a Difference Day is promoted 
nationally by USA WEEKEND Magazine and is entering 
its 17th year of service.
"We are volunteering at 17 different sites this year," 
Hallagan said. “Some of the Grand Rapids schools, the 
humane society and Meals On Wheels are just some of 
the sites.”
Many of the agencies GVSU students will be 
volunteering at have ongoing projects that need to be 
completed, but lack man-power and resources needed, 
Hallagan said.
“A lot of the projects will be beautification projects,” 
Hallagan said. “(Beautification) will be our main focus 
because we will be working at a lot of the schools.”
This year volunteers will spend more time at each 
site.
“We’ll be serving fora longer period of time," Hallagan 
said. “We ordered lunches that will go with the student 
volunteers to the sites where they’ll also do reflection, 
rather than come back to campus to reflect. They’ll spend 
about an extra hour out at the site.”
Hallagan said the time change was not only a personal 
decision, but also a decision based on several students 
that she had talked to about the event.
“This event is important because it moves people
past simply volunteering,” Hallagan said. “This type 
of program is designed to educate participants..sbopt 
the bigger social issues connected to the service 
projects they’re involved in completing. This design 
hopefully gives more meaning to service and a deeper 
understanding that will carry over into the lives of the 
people who serve.”
Although registration is now closed for the event, 
Hallagan said she is impressed with how many students 
have signed-up to volunteer their time.
“We’re not taking sign-up anymore — we’ve stopped 
registration,” Hallagan said. “We actually don’t have 
enough space for more volunteers. But we do have a 
waiting list, so students who come around 8:10 in the 
morning can sign-up. I’ve already had some students e- 
mail and say they can’t come anymore."
She said she hopes to have more agencies sign-up to 
participate in Make a Difference Day so she can extend 
registration to more students.
“Next year I’m hoping to start the process earlier,” 
Hallagan said. “A lot of agencies are slow to respond, 
and sometimes have trouble coming up with projects 
since fall is a busy time for many agencies.”
Hallagan said she hopes to shift the program to 
eventually send more students out to each site to complete 
bigger project tasks.
Buses to transport the student volunteers from the 
Pew Campus to their site have been donated by Dean 
Transportation. Caitlin Warner, an intern for service 
initiatives in the Office of Student Life, recommends that 
every student volunteer eats a good breakfast and arrives 
promptly at 8:30 a.m. at the Pew Campus.
“1 think the big thing about Make a Difference Day is 
seeing so many people go out and help in the community," 
Warner said. “It will definitely pay off in the long run.”
lakerlife@lanthorn.com
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Make a difference: Beth Nolm washes a dog at the Kent County 
Animal Shelter Nolin, along with many GVSU students, participated 
in a previous Make a Difference Day
Could Lake Michigan Hall’s basement be haunted?
By Karin Armbruster
GVI. Staff Writer
While students are unsure if “haunting” 
is the right term, many believe something 
unsettling is going on beneath some 
Grand Valley State University campus 
buildings.
The basement of Lake Michigan Hall, 
which serves as the lower anthropology 
lab, has been the place where students 
have experienced the greatest amount of 
supernatural occurrences. Students feel 
this may have something to do with a 
human cadaver lab being on the second 
floor of the building years ago. which has 
now moved to Padnos.
“I can attest — 
through personal and 
anecdotal experience 
— that the basement 
of Lake Michigan Hall, 
specifically the lower 
anthro lab, is home to 
some rather strange 
occurrences, doors 
and drawers opening, 
closing, locking and 
unlocking of their own
J
%
\
accord, a feeling of a distinguishable 
presence in the room with you, strange 
noises that are vaguely out of place," said 
Ty Falk, a GVSU senior.
He added the cadaver lab is a legitimate 
reason why the basement of the building 
may be haunted.
"Dead people in a single place for 
an extended period of time is usually 
thought by people to accumulate all sorts 
of mojo,” Falk said. “Transference to the 
lower levels of the building is not at all 
out of the question.”
These uncanny incidences have struck 
fear into a few students over the years, 
badly enough where they avoid the place 
at all costs and sometimes ask a fellow 
anthropology major to go there
«
for them.
“I went in the sub- 
basement of Lake Michigan 
Hall alone once and I swear 
— never again!” said Auna 
Dwelle, a recent alumnus 
who became terrified after 
hearing eerie noises. “I was in and out of 
there so fast. I don’t know if that’s because 
of the way they were built, what they’re 
used for currently or just...something 
unexplainable. I will not go down to the
I
sub-basements alone. No, no.”
A few students who do not wish to be 
named said the tunnels below the Allendale 
campus have been another place where 
mysterious happenings have taken effect. 
The tunnels are off limits to all students 
— however, some beginning art classes 
will have a supervised drawing class in 
a boiler room which has an entrance to 
them.
Vague suspicions have been told 
relating to the racquetball courts below the 
Fieldhouse and also the basement of I^ake 
Superior Hall where the communications 
laboratory is located, but little is known 
and there is no real source for credible 
information.
With the stories of haunted places 
on GVSU’s campus, it appears to be a 
rumor mostly shared between students. 
Even staff and faculty who have served 
at GVSU for the longest periods of time 
deny ever hearing these speculations, 
or say they have heard very little about 
them.
“There are all these stories about the 
tunnels being creepy, but never about 
anything being haunted,” said Ginger 
Randall, vice provost.
She added there have been few
/ l
negative happenings on campus which 
would promote such rumors.
Even some anthropology
be enlightened about the 
gossip of possible 
hauntings from 
students.
“I have 
not heard 
anything about 
that,” said chair of the
anthropology department and professor, 
Cindy Hull. She also added she was 
surprised to hear that rumors were 
circulating about the Lake Michigan Hall 
laboratory.
Although many students have 
witnessed strange events in these areas, 
there is no known evidence as to why they 
are happening, but it certainly is enough 
to strike fear into those who choose to 
venture there.
karmbruster@Ianthorn com
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Upcoming
Games
Friday:
Soccer @> Ferris State 
Volleyball @ Ferris State 
Hockey vs. the University of 
Michigan
Saturday:
Football vs. Ferris State 
Women's Tennis @ GLIAC 
Championships 
Hockey vs. Ferris State
Sunday:
Women's Tennis @ GLIAC 
Championships 
Dodgeball vs. Saginaw Valley
NUMBER
CRUNCHER
©
The volleyball team lost 
their third match of the year 
Sunday to Northern Michigan 
in the last of three games in 
three days.
©
The women's soccer team 
needs one more victory to 
finish the season undefeated. 
They play at Ferris State on
Friday.
GET YOUR
LAKER
NEWS
ONLINE
www.lanthorn.com
FOOTBALL
STANDINGS
Team I GLIAC I Overall
#1 Grand Valley 6-0 7-0
Ashland 5-1 5-1
Hillsdale 6-2 6-2
Saginaw Valley 5-2 5-2
Indianapolis 4-3 5-3
Michigan Tech 4-4 4-5
Ferris State 
------ ------ - --------
3-4 4-4
VOLLEYBALL
STANDINGS
Team | GLIAC | Overall
Courtesy www gliac.org
Who: Ferris State
@
GVSU Lakers
When: 7 p.m. Saturday 
Where: Lubbers Stadium 
Radio: WMAX 96.1 FM 
Television: Comcast Local 
Online: gvsulakers.com 
Series: GVSU leads 22-12-1 
Last Year: 28-6, GVSU
GVL / Nicole Bernier
Winning ways: Running back James Berezik is brought down by the Northwood defender on Saturday in Michland, Mich The Lakers won the game 51 
20 to set the all-time consecutive Division II win streak to 35 games.
Lakers prepare for Ferris rivalry
Battle for Anchor Bone Trophy has seen Grand Valley State University win nine of last 10 meetings
By Marc Koorstra
GVL Sports Editor
Senior linebacker Kirk Carruth would rather just 
ignore all of the "Beat Ferris" signs posted all over 
campus.
The game might be exciting for the fans, but the 
players prefer not to approach it any differently.
"You have to take each game as a rivalry,” Carruth 
said. "This game is obviously a rivalry in every sport. 
We have ‘beat Ferris’ all over campus, but we just have 
to prepare like we do every week and play our game.”
Saturday’s battle for the Anchor Bone Trophy 
will be the 36th meeting between Grand Valley State 
University and Ferris State University. The Lakers 
have won nine of the last 10 meetings and have not 
given up more than 10 points in any of the last four.
The game might not feel like much of a rivalry 
anymore to some people with GVSU’s recent 
domination, but head coach Chuck Martin said that 
type of approach could get his team in trouble.
"It’s a little concerning for me that this is theirgame 
of the year and maybe our kids didn’t come here to 
play Ferris State,” Martin said. “It’s like we talk every
week, ‘Are the Bulldogs going to be more excited to 
take a shot at the Lakers, or are the Lakers going to be 
more excited to take a crack at the Bulldogs?’ If they 
are more excited to take a crack at us, obviously that is 
when the game doesn’t go your way.”
Leading FSU’s shot at the Lakers is senior 
quarterback C.J. Van Wieren, who leads the team 
in rushing in addition to passing. He is fourth in the 
league in all-purpose yards with 1,391 passing and 685 
rushing. He has also scored 18 total touchdowns.
Van Wieren’s running ability is based more on 
power than speed. His 6-foot-4-inch, 235-pound frame 
can even make it difficult for linebackers and defensive 
linemen to get a good hit on him.
“You see some running quarterbacks through the 
years, you just don’t see any as big as him,” Martin 
said. “Usually when the quarterback runs you feel that 
if you can get a hat to him you’ll get him down. In his 
case, it’s like there is a fullback on the loose, not a 
quarterback.”
Van Wieren has benefited from a change in the 
Bulldogs’ offensive system. FSU had previously used a 
more traditional look, but switched to a spread offense 
last season.
He is also helped by senior slot receiver Robert 
Miller, who leads the team in receiving and is second 
in rushing. Martin compared Miller’s role on the team 
to some of the versatile players that GVSU has had 
such as sophomore Blake Smolen and senior Preston 
Garris.
The Bulldogs defense has struggled at times, 
like most of the teams in the conference this season. 
They gave up 42 points to Mercyhurst College, 40 to 
Michigan Technological University and 37 to Ashland 
University.
That inconsistency it what has left FSU with a 4-4 
record.
“They’ve been kind of feast or famine — hot one 
week and then not look so good the next week,” Martin 
said. "Obviously we were prefer the team that is not so 
good this year, but that’s not likely when it’s Ferris/ 
Grand Valley.”
sports@lanthorn.com
See more: Visitwww.lanthorn.com 
for key coverage following the game.
Volleyball loses first conference match
By Rob Rosenbach
GM. Staff Writer
No. 8 Grand Valley State University’s 
volleyball team dropped a match for the 
first time in 15 tries in the Great Lakes 
Intercollegiate Athletic Conference 
Sunday.
GVSU finished its three game road trip 
to the Upper Peninsula with a 3-2 loss to 
Northern Michigan University (22-30, 30- 
19, 30-20,27-30 and 12-15).
The loss ended the leakers 19-game 
winning streak, making it their first loss 
since Sept. I. Just like that loss, the l>akers 
took a two-games-to-one lead against 
NMU, only to lose the match.
The Wildcats took a 27-19 lead late in 
game one and it proved too much for the 
Lakers to overcome. The Lakers were 
outhit in the game .321 to. 159.
Games two and three went to the Lakers 
in convincing fashion. GVSU had a 25- 
17 lead before NMU scored the next two 
points, then the Lakers scored five straight 
points to finish the game.
Game three was a total dominating 
performance for the Lakers as they hit .375 
as a team and Ux>k a 2-1 lead in the match.
However, the Wildcats would not go 
away as they battled the Lakers throughout 
game four. GVSU came back to tie the 
game at 25-25 but could not finish as 
the Wildcats got the lead to 29-26 before 
scoring the last point and sending the match 
to a game five.
“We had trouble closing out games.” 
said senior Erica VandeKopple. “If we 
would have pushed hard to get those last 
five points, we could have came out with a 
win, but we let them take control and they 
made us go to a fifth game.”
NMU led from the beginning in the 
final game, taking a strangle hold at 9-4. 
GVSU would not give up though, battling 
back to trail by only two at 13-11. The 
Wildcats would eventually score the two 
points they needed and took the game 15- 
12 to improve their record to 16-10 overall 
and 10-4 in the GLIAC.
Despite the loss, the Lakers outhit NMU 
.197 to .167. Junior Danielle Alexander 
once again filled up the stat sheets as she had 
a team high 17 kills, while VandeKopple 
added 12 of her own. Sophomore Meredith 
Young continued her strong play with 10 
kills and 11 digs.
VandeKopple said there are positives the 
team can take away from being defeated.
“A loss is never a good thing for our 
regional rankings or for a chance to host 
regionals,” she said. “But I’m hoping this 
loss will help get us refocused for the rest 
of the season. I think we’ve all seen how 
much we hate to lose after this match, 
and hopefully that will fuel us to keep 
winning for the rest of the season and into 
postseason.”
The Inkers still hold a two-game lead 
in the Great l>akes Intercollegiate Athletic 
Conference North Division and a one game 
lead overall in the conference. They play 
Ferris State University, a team that took the 
Lakers to five games earlier this season, in 
Big Rapids on Friday.
“I expect our Ferris State game on Friday 
to be a very intense match," VandeKopple 
said. “Playing at Ferris State is always a 
challenge because they have such a small 
gym and they pack it with a huge home 
crowd."
rwsenhach@lanthom.com
'Laker Navy' comes up big in Boston
By Emanuel Johnson
GVI. Staff Writer
The rowing team had a huge weekend at the Head 
of the Charles Regatta in Boston.
With more than 300,000 spectators and more than 
8,000 competitors, the Regatta is easily considered by 
the rowing community the largest and most important 
regatta in the world.
The leakers would participate in three of 56 events 
held at the Regatta: the Collegiate Men’s-8, the 
Collegiate Women’s-8 and the Men’s Lightweight-4.
Starting the race in the 29th position surrounded
m *»
by 41 other boats, the Men’s-8 team claimed a fourth 
place medal with an official adjusted time of 15:24.365. 
Their time put them half a second behind third place 
Hobart College, but head coach Dan Bancheri felt his 
team could have performed better.
"Our varsity men underperformed in my opinion.” 
he said. “We made a few tactical errors, and it cost us. I 
think we should have finished second. But they rowed 
a good race, and I have no doubt that every guy gave it 
everything they had.”
Bancheri said one of the tactical errors he was 
referring to resulted from the other boats in front of his
See Rowing, B4
vU
Courtesy Photo ' Bob Stoll
Passing opponents: The GVSU rowing Men's Lightweight 4 
prepare taovertake the opposing team
fj
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Faster feet: Sophomore forward Irie Dennis moves the ball past the opposition during GVSU's match against Northwood 
University earlier this season
| Soccer gets on track with 
win over Northern Michigan
By Brian Beaupied
GVL Staff Writer
The Grand Valley State 
University women’s soccer team 
took the lead early and never 
looked back en route to a 3-0 win 
over Northern Michigan University 
Sunday afternoon.
Junior Katy Tafler scored all 
three goals for the leakers (16-0, 
7-0) with two of the tallies coming 
in the first 7:04 of play. The win 
also means home field advantage 
for the Lakers in the Great Lakes 
Intercollegiate Athletic Conference 
tournament next weekend.
Senior captain Sue Christenson 
was pleased at the way her team 
reacted after narrowly escaping 
with a 2-1 overtime win against 
Tiffin University on Thursday.
“Sunday was a complete 180 
from Thursday," Christenson said. 
“We were playing for each other 
out there, not just for ourselves.”
Despite a long weekend of 
traveling, head coach Dave Dilanni 
felt his team was eager and prepared 
to come out and play better than 
they did against Tiffin.
“We had a short but intense 
practice Friday, but the girls were
excited and determined to present a 
better product," Dilanni said.
The Lakers got tin the board 
first off of a comer kick from 
Kristen Bible. The freshman comer 
specialist found Taller in front who 
buried the ball for her 29th goal of 
the season with just more than four 
minutes into the game. For Eible, it 
marked the second time in as many 
games she would assist on a goal 
off a comer kick.
Tafler’s unassisted second 
goal came just three minutes later, 
putting the game out of reach for 
the Wildcats. Tafler added her 
third of the game and 31st of the 
season in the second half to seal the 
victory.
Northern Michigan held GVSU 
to just 14 shots in a game that 
Dilanni knew would be a defensive 
struggle. Going into the contest, the 
Wildcats had allowed just two more 
goals than the lakers this season.
“They are a strong, organized 
and hard working defensive team.” 
Dilanni said. “We had to come out 
and match their intensity.”
Kristina Nasturzio bounced 
back after allowing a goal in each 
of the last two contests, stopping 
three shots for the shutout.
Christenson said she was happy
to see her teammates play more as a 
team and less as individuals.
“It was just a great team game,” 
she said. “We controlled the 
midfield and won a lot of tackles 
— we just tixik it to them the whole 
game.”
The win kept the Lakers 
undefeated on the season with one 
more conference contest left against 
Ferris State University on Friday 
before the GL1AC tournament next 
weekend.
“It would be really nice,” 
Christenson said about finishing the 
season undefeated. “We’ve come 
this far and it would be a shame not 
to, but like we’ve done from the 
start of the season we want to take 
it one game at a time.”
Dilanni said he feels a perfect 
conference record is more important 
to his girls than a flawless regular 
season.
“I think that finishing undefeated 
in the conference would mean more 
to the girls.” Dilanni said. “We’ve 
never had a team do that before."
The leakers will be in Big 
Rapids, Mich, on Friday to face 
the Bulldogs in the regular season 
finale. Kick-off is slated for 4 p.m.
bbeiuipied@ltmtlutrn.com
GVSU vs. Ferris: still a rivalry?
Taytor
By TJ Taylor
GVL Staff Writer
MR ,
This week’s battle for the 
GVSU football team isn’t just 
another notch on the old belt.
' Alongside the fact it’s against 
West Michigan rival, Ferris 
State University, that also means 
the Anchor Bone hardware is on 
the line yet 
again.
The 
Lakers- 
Bulldogs 
clash has 
always been 
considered a 
rivalry due 
to the close 
distance 
between the
two campuses. But regarding a 
rivalry that showcases intense 
battles on the gridiron, well it 
just hasn’t happened lately.
And by lately, I mean for this 
entire decade.
GVSU has flat out been 
dominating FSU, thus, taking 
away the charisma rivalries are 
supposed to bring.
Rivalries are supposed to 
feature two teams that battle it 
out closely each year. Teams 
that play the barnburners filled 
with pretentious excitement.
Not blowouts that are over by 
halftime.
Yes, it’s always pleasant 
when the Lakers win, but 
where is the fun in witnessing a 
demolition every year as GVSU 
seems to do.
With that being said. FSU 
has shown nothing when it 
comes to playing pigskin against 
GVSU. So, how can they still be 
considered a rival?
It is foolish.
Besides, we all know that 
GVSU really has only one true 
rival in Saginaw Valley State 
University. The battle of the 
:ys not only provides the 
but it almost always 
up to the hype with a close
game
Yet it remains to be so, and
the golden rule with rivalry 
games is to wipe away records.
Forget Ferris State’s 4- 
4 overall record, which 
includes 3-4 in the Great 
Lakes Intercollegiate Athletic 
Conference. And forget that 
they suffered a heart-wrenching 
defeat last week against 
the second best team in the 
conference, Ashland.
It doesn’t matter.
When this Saturday rolls 
around, both teams will care 
about one thing and one thing 
only — and that is to come 
away with supremacy by 
whatever means necessary.
Look for Lubbers Stadium 
to be rocking even more than 
normal when the action kicks 
off Saturday night. With tension 
always brewing between the 
two schools, it’s certain the 
game will be a spectacle. The 
array of hits and intensity will 
be culminating until the clock 
strikes zero.
GVSU has done a stellar job 
all season long not overlooking 
opponents. And don’t look 
for a change in that anytime 
soon. With another showdown
lingering in two weeks against 
another conference foe and 
actual rival, SVSU, the Lakers 
will first be sure to take care of 
business this weekend.
One of the pleasant surprises 
of this year’s group has been the 
ability for different players to 
step up at different times.
Each week, somebody new 
emerges from the pack and 
becomes the catalyst for the rest 
of the team. As a result, teams 
are struggling to find ways to 
stop the destructive attacks the 
Lakers bring, offensively and 
defensively.
The Bulldogs have proven 
they can compete with other 
dazzling teams. Although their 
record might state otherwise, 
they do have the potential of 
pulling a stunning upset. Yet, 
they will need to play a perfect 
game in order to have a shot on 
knocking down the two-time 
defending national champs on 
the road.
But, that’s why the game is 
played.
ttn\lor@ lanthorn. com
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College pigskin pick ‘em
Each Thursday. Sports 
Editor Marc Koorstra 
and Managing Editor 
Brandon Watson will 
be bringing you their 
predictions on this 
weekend's biggest 
college footba ll games 
including your Grand Last week: 
5-0
Overall:
26-4
Last week: 
4-1
Overall:
21-9
• Marc Koorstra Brandon Watson
Battle for Anchor Bone Trophy
Ferris State @ No. 1 GVSU 
7 p.m. Saturday
GVSU 49, Ferris State 13:
This game is barely a 
rivalry anymore — kind 
of like Michigan vs. MSU. 
Quarterback C.J. Van Wieren 
accounts for almost all of the 
Bulldogs’ offense. That won’t 
work against the leaker defense. 
Actually, not much does.
GVSU 45, Ferris Stale 10:
Aside from all the political 
correctness of avoiding this 
rivalry, we know the Lakers 
will be jacked for this game. 
Ferris comes in much like every 
GLIACtcam — scoring enough 
points (31) but giving up way 
too many (28.8) per game. Ick.
No. 1 0SU @ No. 25 PSU
8 p.m. Saturday, ABC
PSU 14, Ohio State 13:
This is me throwing Watson a 
bone. OSU always has trouble 
in Happy Valley. Dan Connor 
will shut down the Buckeye 
running game and Justin King 
will keep Brian Robiskie in 
check.
Ohio State 23, Penn State 14:
Damn you Marc, good pick. 
Happy Valley at night is a tough 
place to win — ask the 2005 
Buckeyes. Yet, I’m not sure 
Anthony Morelli and the Nittany 
Lions can score any points on 
this defense. Buckeyes win.
No. 2 Boston College @ 
No. 8 Virginia Tech
7:30 p.m. Thursday, ESPN
Virginia Tech 28, BC 24:
This game probably terrifies 
Boston College. The No. 2 
ranked team has lost the past, 
three weeks and they came at 
the hands of worse teams than 
the Hokies.
BC 17, Virginia Tech 14:
1 am a Man Ryan believer! 
Somehow, Beamer Ball has the 
Hokies in the national limelight 
again, but their QB situation 
is not very good. Offensively, 
Tech is a joke, averaging 289 
yards per game, 112th overall.
No. 12 USC @ No. 5 Oregon 
3 p.m. Saturday, FSN
USC 34, Oregon 21:
1 regretted it the last time 1 
picked Oregon. After strug­
gling in a couple games, the 
Trojans found the right remedy 
— Notre Dame. Three top five 
teams losing in one week? Hey, 
why not?
Oregon 31, Southern Cal 20:
1 hate USC. JDB is the key to 
this game, and they will have 
a serious chance at winning if 
they play him, so Pete Carroll 
starts Mark Sanchez. Bad, 
move. Dennis Dixon all overya1 
Trojans, Ducks win baby.
Worlds Largest Outdoor Cocktail Party
No. 11 Florida @
No. 18 Georgia
3:30 p.m. Saturday, CBS
Florida 31, Georgia 27:
The World’s Laigest Outdoor 
Cocktail Party has a trip to the 
SEC title game at stake. Florida 
quarterback Tim Tebow leads 
the nation in passer rating and is 
making a push at the Heisman.
Florida 24, Georgia 21:
Both defenses in this game are 
phenomenal. However, history 
is on the Gators’ side here. 
Georgia has won this game 
only once since 1997 (2004). 
Look for the man-beast that is 
Tim Tebow to take over.
GETS THE ADREKAUI 
YOURS AND WHOEVER 
IT ON YOUR RESUME
LEARN. LEAD, SUCCEED... 
BECOME AN ARMY OFFICER!
Freshman and Sophomores wanted for the best leadership course in America! 
With as little as 6 hours per week. Army ROTC can prepare you for your career 
and for life! For more information on how to enroll in Army ROTC and tor 
scholarship opportunities contact Captain Aaron Combs at 616-771-9495 
or aaron.a.cpmbs@wmich.edu.
Classes are now available to ALL GVSU students and scholarships are 
available NOW for qualified students1
Visit us on the web1 http://www.wmich.edu/rotc/
ENROLL IN ARMY
BECOME AN ARMY 0
t
i Gore supporters fall short in 
j effort to put him on Mich, ballot
j Former vice president,
• Oscar winner comes short
• by almost 9,000 votes for
• Michigan primary ballot
By Kathy Barks Hoffman
AP Political Writer
• LANSING. Mich. (AP) - Efforts to 
; collect enough signatures to put former 
; Vice President Al Gore on Michigan’s 
; Jan. 15 Democratic presidential primary
• ballot have fallen short.
Supporters needed to collect 12,396 
valid signatures by Tuesday but collected 
only around 3,000, said Bob Alexander, 
, co-chairman of the Michigan Draft 
Gore group. He said in a statement that 
; the group was able to raise only about a 
fifth of the $12,500 it needed to mount a 
J full-time petition drive.
Gore backers on Tuesday urged the 
; state Democratic Party to bow out of the 
i presidential primary and instead hold 
party caucuses so Gore could be on the 
i ballot if he gets into the race. But state 
! Democratic Chairman Mark Brewer 
J said that isn’t going to happen.
J “We’re intending to use the January
15 primary to select our delegates," he 
said Tuesday.
Gore won Michigan in his 
unsuccessful 2000 presidential bid, but 
so far has not said he will run again for 
the White House. He still could get on 
the Jan. 15 ballot as a write-in candidate 
if he hies a form with the Michigan 
secretary of state’s office by Jan. 4.
Eight Democratic presidential 
candidates were on the primary ballot, 
but four of them — Joe Biden, John 
Edwards, Barack Obama and Bill 
Richardson — withdrew because 
Michigan broke national Republican 
and Democratic party rules by deciding 
to hold its primary before Feb. 5.
Gore backers favor a presidential 
caucus because it could give some of 
those candidates a chance to still pick 
up national convention delegates.
“It is grossly unfair and undemocratic 
that Michigan Democratic voters 
who favor Obama, Gore, Edwards, 
Richardson or Biden won’t see their 
candidate’s name on the January 15 
primary ballot,” said Douglas Kelley, 
Michigan Draft Gore co-chairman.
Brewer insisted Tuesday that 
“we’re still aiming for the January 15 
primary."
He and Michigan Republican
Chairman Saul Anuzis have until Nov. 
14 to bow out of the joint primary if 
something changes, however.
While all eight Republican candidates 
remain on the Michigan primary ballot, 
Hillary Rodham Clinton, Chris Dodd, 
Mike Gravel and Dennis Kucinich are 
the only Democrats whose names voters 
will see.
Brewer declined to speculate on 
whether the withdrawal of Biden, 
Edwards, Obama and Richardson means 
Clinton likely will win most of the 
state’s 60 national convention delegates 
who will be allocated according to the 
primary results.
But he said he is not worried 
Michigan delegates won’t get seated at 
their national conventions, even though 
the Democratic National Committee 
plans to strip Florida and Michigan of 
their delegates for scheduling primaries 
before Feb. 5 and the Republican 
National Committee wants to take away 
half the delegates from Michigan, New 
Hampshire, Florida, South Carolina 
and Wyoming because those states 
shifted their elections ahead on the GOP 
calendar.
“Saul and 1 agree on that, that in the 
end. the (presidential) nominees will 
seat both delegations,” Brewer said.
AP Photo / Kevork Djanseziar
No nomination: Al Gore, left, and Davis Guggenheim pose with the Oscar for best documentary 
feature for the film "An Inconvenient Truth" at the 79th Academy Awards Feb. 25, in Los Angeles. 
Former Vice President Al Gore and the U.N.'s Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change have 
won the 2007 Nobel Peace Prize Oct. 12 for their efforts to spread awareness of man-made climate 
change.
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Space 
shuttle 
Discovery 
thunders 
into orbit
i
; NASA pulls off 
j third consecutive 
,jon-tirne launch with
• rain clouds staying
* away from shuttle
•«.
U.'f
By Marcia Dunn
AP Aerospace Writer
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla.
• (AP) — Shuttle Discovery and 
•. its crew of seven thundered 
' into orbit Tuesday, setting off 
! on the most challenging space 
| -station construction mission
I yet that will pave the way for 
'•’the arrival of two science labs 
1 in a few months.
' NASA pulled off the on- 
i time launch — the third one 
! in a row — after determining 
! that a small patch of ice on 
! fuel tank plumbing posed no 
; danger. Indeed, most if not all 
| of the ice harmlessly shook 
i loose when the booster rockets 
i and engines ignited.
1 The rain clouds that had 
been forecast for days stayed 
away for the late morning 
launch.
► “We got lucky today. We 
could have just as easily gotten 
unlucky,” said launch director 
Mike Leinbach. “But as I 
' tell my team, there’s nothing 
wrong every now and then 
With a little good luck.”
•' With Discovery safely in 
-orbit, NASA looked ahead
• to all the work awaiting the 
! astronauts once they arrive at
$ie international space station 
n Thursday.
It is considered the most 
omplicated mission in the 
! ine years of station assembly 
orbit.
During their 1 1/2-week 
' tation visit, the astronauts must 
; ristall a live-in compartment 
^at they’re bringing along,
- elocate a giant girder and set 
"*f solar wings, extend those 
! olar wings and radiators, and 
! est a thermal tile repair kit.
In all, five spacewalks are 
lanned, which will be the most 
ver conducted while a shuttle 
docked at the station.
The three space station 
sidents face even more 
instruction chores after the 
; Shuttle leaves, each one of
• jhem critical.
NASA’s space operations
hief, Bill Gerstenmaier, said 
i(he twocrews face a tremendous 
ries of challenges, but noted,
AP Photo I Chris O'Meara
Blast off: The space shuttle Discovery lifts off Tuesday at the Kennedy Space Center 
in Cape Canaveral, Fla.
“I can’t think of a better start 
to this mission than what we 
got today.”
In a historic coincidence, 
both the shuttle and station 
have women at the helm. 
Retired Air Force Col. Pamela 
Melroy is only the second 
woman to command a shuttle, 
and biochemist Peggy Whitson 
is the first female skipper of a 
space station.
Whitson and Clay Anderson 
watched Discovery’s launch 
live on a station computer. 
Anderson, who will return 
to Earth aboard Discovery 
after a five-month expedition, 
shook a white towel and did 
a complete backflip once the 
shuttle reached orbit.
At least six pieces of foam 
insulation came off Discovery’s 
fuel tank during liftoff, but 
because that occurred after 
the crucial first two minutes, 
the debris posed no risk to the 
shuttle.
“It’s preliminary only, but it 
did look like a clean ascent,” 
Mission Control informed 
Melroy.
NASA has paid extra 
attention to launch debris 
ever since the 2003 Columbia 
disaster. A hole in the wing 
brought down Columbia, the 
result of a strike by a slab of 
fuel-tank foam.
A much smaller piece of 
foam broke off a bracket on 
the fuel tank during the last 
launch in August, possibly 
along with some ice, and 
gouged Endeavour’s belly. 
More changes were made to 
Discovery’sfuel tank toprevent 
dangerous ice buildup from the 
super-cold propellants.
*
1
Melroy and her crew will 
use a laser-tipped inspection 
boom Wednesday to check 
Discovery's vulnerable wings 
and nose, standard procedure 
since the Columbia accident.
They’ll pay particular 
attention to three of the 44 
panels on the leading edges 
of Discovery’s wings that 
may have cracks just beneath 
a protective coating. Even 
though NASA’s own safety 
group wanted to delay the 
launch, senior managers 
decided a week ago that wing 
repairs were unnecessary.
Discovery’s primary
payload is the Italian-built 
compartment, about the size of 
a small bus.
An Italian astronaut 
making his first spaceflight. 
Paolo Nespoli, is personally 
delivering the chamber, named 
Harmony by schoolchildren 
who took part in a national 
competition. About 130 of 
those youngsters were on hand 
for the launch.
Also looking on was “Star 
Wars” director and writer 
George Lucas. Flying on 
Discovery is the lightsaber 
used by the character Luke 
Skywalker in I983’s “Return 
of the Jedi.”
Europe and Japan’s 
laboratories will hook up to 
Harmony. The European lab. 
named Columbus, is targeted 
for a Dec. 6 launch. The 
Japanese lab should follow in 
two segments in February and 
April.
NASA is up against a hard 
201(1 deadline for completing 
the space station and retiring 
the three remaining shuttles.
&
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Mistrial declared after jury deadlock 
in slaying of Eastern Michigan student
By Associated Press
ANN ARBOR, Mich. (AP) 
— A judge declared a mistrial 
Tuesday after the jury was 
hopelessly deadlocked on the 
third day of deliberating in the 
murder trial of a man accused 
of raping and suffocating an 
Eastern Michigan University 
student.
Orange Taylor III, 21, of 
Southfield was charged with an 
open count of murder, which 
gave the jury a choice of first- 
or second-degree murder, in the 
death of Laura Dickinson, 22, 
of Hastings.
The jury began deliberations 
Friday and continued Monday, 
but it told Washtenaw Chief 
Circuit Judge Archie Brown 
on Tuesday afternoon that a 
decision wasn’t possible.
“Do you believe there is 
any possibility you could reach 
a verdict on one or any of the 
charges,” Brown asked the 
jury.
Jurors answered: “No, your 
honor.”
“Sometimes you just can’t 
reach agreement,” Brown told 
them. He then set Jan. 28 as the 
date for a new trial.
Family members of 
Dickinson at the court had no 
immediate comment. A message 
was left Tuesday evening at a 
coffeehouse in Hastings owned 
by the family.
As he was being led from
the courtroom, Taylor pumped 
his fist in celebration toward 
his family.
“You have a hung jury so 
there must be some indecision,” 
his father, Orange Taylor 
Jr., said later. “He’s not that 
type of person. True enough, 
he’s young, but he's not a 
murderer.”
Taylor also was charged 
with first-degree criminal 
sexual conduct, which carries a 
penalty of up to life in prison.
First-degree murder
automatically brings a penalty 
of life in prison without parole, 
while second-degree murder 
carries up to life in prison.
Juror Lauretta Codrington, 
48, said she was one of two who 
favored acquitting Taylor. She 
said the remaining 10 favored 
conviction.
The evidence, she said, did 
not prove beyond a reasonable 
doubt that he committed the 
crime: “We couldn’t place the 
defendant in (Dickinson’s) 
room before she died,” said 
Codrington, who lives in 
Ann Arbor and owns a sports 
management company.
Authorities say Dickinson 
was sleeping when Taylor 
entered her room the night of 
Dec. 13. They say he raped 
her and smothered her with a 
pillow. A surveillance video 
shows him leaving with some 
of her property.
A custodian found her body 
Dec. 15.
Initially, university officials 
told her parents and the media 
that there was no sign of foul 
play.
An independent investigation 
and a U.S. Department of 
Education report both found 
that the university had violated 
a federal act requiring the 
disclosure of campus security 
information.
The school’s Board of 
Regents later fired university 
President John Fallon.
Vice President for Student 
Affairs Jim Vick and Public 
Safety Director Cindy Hall 
were forced to retire.
U
AP Photo / Larry E. Wright, Pool 
Jury deadlocked: Orange Taylor 
III, right, is led back to lockup, after 
the jury left for deliberations in 
Washtenaw County Circuit Court ! 
in Ann Arbor, Mich., Friday. Taylor 
is accused in the death of Eastern 
Michigan University student Laura 
Dickinson in December 2006
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Rowing
continued from page B1
team, and often they would 
clash ores with other teams.
“It’s like breaking the stride 
of a race horse,” he said. “You’ve 
got that rhythm, and rhythm is 
everything, so that really messed 
with us.”
Starting even further back at 
the 42nd position, the Women’s- 
8 team beat out 40 other teams 
to finish with an identical fourth 
place medal with an official 
adjusted time of 17:50.382. 
Bancheri offered his team 
appreciation for their efforts, but 
he said they have yet to scratch 
the surface.
“The women rowed out of 
their minds,” he said. “They had 
a fantastic day. They don’t have 
the numbers that the men have, 
but they have talent that they 
don’t even know is there. It’s just 
a matter of us drawing it out.”
Comparing the two teams 
based on this past weekend’s 
performances, Bancheri believes 
his Men’s-8 team still needs to 
be adjusted to bring out their 
maximum potential. He said 
the women beat teams that beat 
them two weeks ago. and the * 
men lost to teams that they beat 
two weeks ago.
“They wecfe trained exactly 
the same, only that the women’s 
team was the same and the men’s 
team had a few new guys,” he 
said. “Perhaps our selection was 
better two weeks ago, but we’re 
japing to keep rotating our cards 
until we find that royal flush. 
Amd they’re going to choose 
themselves; I’m not going to do 
it”
E The Men’s Lightweight- 
f finished 10th out of 23, but 
Bancheri was proud of his team
nevertheless.
“They didn’t medal, but to 
me they’re still champions,” he 
said. “We were eight seconds off 
the U.S. Navy. The ‘Laker Navy’ 
eight seconds off the U.S. Navy. 
That isn’t so bad when my tax 
dollars helped buy their boat and 
we had to borrow one.”
Overall, Bancheri seems very 
excited for this year’s team.
“Heading to Philadelphia 
for our championship (the Dad 
Vail Championship Regatta), 
we have three varsity boats that 
can potentially medal,” Bancheri 
said. “That's amazing for our 
program — it’s something that I 
dreamed of to get to in five years. 
We re there now in three, and our 
only limitation is ourselves.”
ejohnsonQJanthorn. com
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An A&E Halloween Feature
Festival brings back cult favorites
By Brandy Arnold
UM. \ X I I (h/nr
\ love of film, lack of available 
opiions and a need to giv e hack spurred 
li I in makers Anthony I*. GrtITin. ('Inis 
Randall and Keith Golinski to create 
Ihriller! Chiller! Film f estival.
"We looked at other festivals and 
realized they were not playing the 
type of films we want to see.” Griffin 
said. "There are cult classics that take 
a while to gain attention, hut then 
people get worked into a frenzy and 
tell their friends ’you have to see this 
niov ie.' We wanted to resurrect that."
This is the Ihriller! Chiller! 
festival's second year. Last year 
the festival was held at brauenthal 
Theatre in Muskegon. To bring it 
closer to the majority of Grand Rapids 
attendees from last year, they brought 
it to Wealthy Theatre.
"Grand Rapids lias grow n so much 
with the number of colleges we have 
around here." Griffin said. "There 
are so many students concentrated in 
such a small metropolitan area and we 
hope to gel a percentage of them."
Griffin said the festival has already 
grown, adding an extra day and 
screening 50 films this year instead 
of 40. There was also a 400 percent 
increase in film submissions even 
though not many local filmmakers 
submitted films.
"We have films in this year’s lineup 
that blow last year out of the water." 
Griffin said.
There are great films 
out there not seen on 
the big screen that say \m\l« 
something about the human fLMM 
condition, he added. Which WMm L 
is' a characteristic many 
modern-day. big-budget 
f ilms are lacking, he said.
"I'm sick and tired of seeing guys 
my age making films where women 
are degraded and tortured on screen." 
lie said. "Torturing women on screen 
is only satisfying the depraved 
individuals out there. (The festival's 
films) are not 'Saw V or 'Hostel 
III.'"
He quoted his friend, actress 
Grace Ann Rowan, who said so many 
filmmakers want to make the next
"'Texas Chainsaw Massacre." But they 
forget what the film is about, she told 
him— survival in the hardest times, 
even when it tests your sanity.
f ilmmaker livan' A. Meszaros. 
whose film "Windcroft" is in the 
festival, agreed current films use gore 
and pornographic elements instead of; 
vv it and complex plots.
"People want something smarter."
he* said.. " They have
T HMT sr _
MJff I £fl\ Hitchcockian themes 
%#¥• and suspense."
He said while 
-i Hi,.v i onuir ^lowing up. f ilms that 
conveyed an extreme 
emotion were the ones that affected 
him the most.
"We're trying to bring back the 
films where people actually eared 
about the characters, instead of 
gratuitous v iolence." Meszaros said.
He said he is looking forward to 
screening his film at the Thriller! 
Chiller! f estival.
"(The festival's directors) have a 
real respect for the art and nurture
independent filmmakers in a way that 
not a lot of festivals do." lie said.
This year's lineup of films in 
Thriller! Chiller! include blockbuster 
classics such as "Jaws." Bectlejuice" 
and "Shaun of the Dead." as well as 
indie films "Brain Dead" and Too 
Ue^ad to Die" by Grand Valley State 
University alumnus Jason Roth.
The festivities also include a 
costume contest on Saturday and a 
cash bar throughout the weekend.
"People always complain that 
there's nothing to do iq Grand 
Rapids." Golinski said. "We wanted 
to create something that's unique 
where everyone can get together and 
have a good time."
Thriller! Chiller! begins at 4:40 
pan. today with '’Night of the Living 
Dead" and runs through Sunday. 
Individual movie tickets are S5 each, 
but festival passes can be purchased 
for varying prices starting at S50. Lot 
more information visit http:</w w vv. 
thrillerchiller.com.
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(oi.r’ev, Phofos (Left to Right) "Texas Chainsaw Massaere, "movie slashers tripod.com, "Halloween," movieweb com; "Dracula,” mad monsters.com; "The Shining," imdb com; "Shaun of the Dead," rottentomatoes.com, "Friday the 13th," allmoviephoto com
By Ryan Copping
(A t Stttjj Writer
This Halloween, before heading 
to that quintuple kegger (with orange 
beer), catch up on the classic horror 
films everyone always talks about. Luck 
is on your side, because listed below are 
the I0 greatest horror films ever made 
to make your choice at Blockbuster a 
little easier.
10. Nosfcratu: A Symphony of 
Horror (1922. LAV. Murnau)
This illegal adaptation of "Dracula" 
was ordered to be destroyed in a 
lawsuit. The film community got this 
expressionist masterpiece back when a 
print was discovered in the ‘60s. Kven 
after more than SO years, this movie is 
still genuinely creepy, with the ugliest 
vampire on record (played by Max 
Schreck. whose named literally means 
terror" in German). This is one not to 
watch alone at 2 a.m.. particularly if you
don't like rats.
9. The Mummy (1952. Karl breund)
A tragic love story masquerading as a 
horror film, the first and best version of 
"The Mummy" stars Boris Karloff in an 
almost impossible role — how do you 
play a 2.000-year-old man in a way that 
doesn't get laughs? Karloff pulls it off .
S. Dr. Jekvll and Mr. Hyde (1951. 
Rouhen Manioulian)
An Academy Award winning 
performance by Frederic March in 
both title roles (unrecognizably in the 
second) leads this amazingly short, 
formalist essay on the nature of evil. 
Mr. Hyde isn't inherently violent, but 
his- pure selfishness — doing whatever 
is necessary to get whatever he wants, 
leads to violence.
7. The Black C at (1954. Ldgar G. 
Ulmer)
In one of the most Luropean films 
ever made in Holly wood. Ulmer creates 
a dark atmosphere and compelling 
political metaphor of the scars World
War I left on the European psyche, 
featuring a great performance from 
Boris Karloff . The film was so intense it »• 
was heavily c(it by censors, but it's still 
a powerful fihii.
6. The Curse of the- Werew olf (1961.
Terence Fisher) •
The best of Fisher's many great horror 
films, this is really a Shakespearean 
tragedy with a truly frightening premise 
its hero is a good man born into an 
evil body.
5. .The Exorcist (1975. William 
Fried kin)
This masterpiece becomes more 
moving.with every viewing. It is also 
one of the most honestly religious films 
ever released by a Hollywood studio.
It is scary, yes. but it's also a kind of 
spiritual experience.
4. The Shining (19X0. Stanley 
Kubrick) • -
Another. but very different, 
metaphysical horror film. "The Shining." 
is a hypnotic film lh.it takes us into the
darkest and most primitive reaches of 
humanity. The last shot is'one of the 
most brilliant in all of the cinema.
3. Bram Stoker's Dracula (1992. 
Francis Ford C’oppofn)
This is a movie that shows someone 
what cinema can do at its most primary 
formal level. It is a great and beautiful 
technical achievement as well as a 
moving love story, with many standout 
performances.
2. May <2002. Lucky McKee)
Certainly the saddest horror movie 
ever made. "May" is a disheartening, 
plausible character study of a tragic, 
lonely protagonist who becomes violent 
because she has no other psychological 
option. A few oslensive villains in the 
film are more sympathetic, and the 
audience is just as likely to cry as they 
are to scream.
Ready lor No. I yet? Look for a full 
length rev iew On the greatest horror film 
of all time in the next issue.
trnppim>(o ltintlu>ni.ci>m
By Dani Willcutt and Ryan Copping
(A I StnJIWriters
With Halloween |iist around the comer, many (vople will 
set aside one night lor a honor lilm marathon. With advances 
in tcchnologv. the eenre lias changed iremeiulous-ly. But many 
modern horror filmmakers forget there are rules to making hints 
that Ivcome classics.
These are tun lop live.
Rule HI. Do not sjvnd 29 minutes setting up a plot only 
to abandon it in favor of pointless \iolenee and death lot the 
subsequent * minutes
I ike am othci him. horror needs a sin tug plot and eoni|vlling 
characters I uckv McKee's "May" draws the audience in with 
a lascinalini’ chataclei study. The title diameter is so lonely 
and pathetic the viewer Ivcomes enthralled In hci quest foi 
It lendship as she fumbles through hie in a near paralytic stale of 
v vial awkwardness. Because of this, it s easy lot I lie viewet to 
k s >k past the I w istetI ci*re < >1 her murders
l en Wiseman's 291 >5 effort "I ndeiworld is an example 
of a plot none aw rv Featuring a wat Ivlween vampires and 
werewolves, one question arises why would these ancient 
v reunites iit’hl then w.u with human vvca|x>iis like etuis ’ Hits 
movie look the most bask rules of these classk moiisiets and 
tned to make them more human Bill they Ivcome too human 
and tinlvhev able as the plot turns to a lull-on shoot out.
Rule it} Wold pointless aiuloi obvious twists (N|X>iler 
\lci1 * i
The twist of M Night Shyamalan's "The Village" offered 
nothing to the story as a whole. Would the plot have changed 
much if the v illagers were actually in the I7IXK instead of living 
on a modem day convent? Probably not. A line idea that in the 
end made the rest of the film seem pointless.
Director Vlejandio Amenabar maintained sus|vnse in his 
2901 duller" Hie (fillers." The secret behind the lives of a woman 
i Nicole Kidman) and her two sickly children is ambiguous until 
the very moment Kidman's character learns of her late from 
three hired servants Only then.d»vs every eerie detail of their 
haunted home finally make sense, making the tw m a neecssitv to 
the siorv as a whole, not (list a surprise elemehl 
Rule II V Make it believable.
lain Noli ley s " flic Skeleton Key "is set in an actual livalion 
w ilh a plausible story line as a young woman is chosen locate lor 
an cldcrlv man on I he I on isi.mu bayou No nn Misters oi gruesome 
serial killers ruin the bchevahililv (inly the inv sterious secretsol 
vihhIoo ptaciiccs that drive the sus|vnse
Nicolas ( age chose (xmrly when lie partook in Neil I aBute s 
remake of Ihe Wicker Man " Flaying a |x>licem.in who learns 
ol his daughter's kidnapping In a group of nco pagan extremist 
women, he finds himself on an obscure L S island Irving to 
find her The neo pagan women follow the ancient druid ritual 
of bumme |vople. alive in a eiant w ickci man One problem 
with this remake at no [xtinl in the I S. has this druid v ustom 
surfaced. The remake should have slaved in Scotland.
Rule n f Btiilil tip llv suspense, don't jump into gore.
Rob Zombie's remake ol the bin tor mov ie classic "I lalloween" 
rushes into a pit of violence and g.iishiUL1 blixxl. leaving nothing
to the v iewer's imagination. There is no questioning when the 
voting Michael Myers will finally snap and begin his killing 
spree...he never stops murdering from his first lew scenes. This 
is where a film becomes gross-out. not scary.
"Signs" maintains audience suspense as the main tenor 
source in the movie, the aliens, remain unseen except lor small 
glimpses. Through this. Sliy.imalaii did a magnificent job ol 
playing with innate human leaf of the unknown \s the audience 
remains hanging. Shyamalan takes the time to develop a deepei 
plot message, giv ing the film an actual backlxmc to stand out.
Rule tty. It the mov ie is bad. don't take it tin' serious I v Make 
it over-the-top bad.
liarly in I h Roth's directorial re|vrtoire was 2oo2's "Cabin 
lever." a gross-out horror Hick w ith the bask synopsis ol a llesh 
eating virus-whittling away a group ol voting c.imjvis. Nothing 
was promising about this gruesome quasi |xvmograpluc gore 
flick, but it still tried it hard It there's nothing much to w>ik with, 
don't waste your tune taking it seriously
Robert Rixlriguez is oiv diivclor who hit the mark on ovet 
I lie top honor films with "I’laivt lerror." the l n si le.ilnic ol 
”(irindhiHise" put out earlier this year which also tealuiei' 
Quentin Tarantino's "Death Proof.” Featuring zombie like 
creatures infected by a gas during a I S, army mission goiv 
bad. its obvious that the plot is amthing but g«»xl flowevci. 
Rixlriguez had tlv gixxl sense to make it as outlandish as |x>ssiMc 
thus making it more tun than scary and also worth walchin*:
ilu tlh utt«> hmllioniA out. n oppitep" hinlliorn.< out
I
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Queens of the 
Stone Age brings 
talent, not trends
B6 Thursday, October 25, 2007
Rock band plays in 
front offull house 
at Orbit Room
By Dan Gibson
CVl. Staff Writer
Queens of the Stone Age 
played to a packed house Monday 
night at the Orbit Room. The 
renowned band that has seen 
several member changes but 
continual success came to rock.
That’s exactly what they did.
Opening band Biffy Clyro 
took the stage without any 
announcement. They thanked the 
crowd between songs, but seemed 
unconcerned with w hat the crowd 
may have thought. They gave a 
solid ami energetic performance, 
but the crowd seemed uninterested 
besides some appreciative 
applause in between songs. It was 
not dislike in the air, but rather 
impatience for Queens of the 
Stone Age to take the stage.
The following band. Black 
Angels, fell victim to the same 
crowd. Some blame falls on the 
shoulders of the opening bands 
for not amping up the crowd 
and getting them involved, but it 
was hard to tell if it would have 
made a difference. However, the
mood seemed to dampen more 
with Black Angels. Their brand 
of stoner rock consisted of long, 
monotonous hass-heavy songs 
with high-pitched vocals. It was 
slightly painful at times, but 
the band had some interesting 
build-ups to droning break downs. 
However, Black Angels eventually 
managed to stir up a hunger for 
something besides munchies as the 
audience roared when reminded 
that Queens of the Stone Age were 
up next.
The headliners walked onto 
a stage equipped with lights that 
resembled antique chandeliers 
and looked like something from 
one of their bizarre music videos. 
The crowd responded with an 
eruption of cheers and devil horns 
in the air when the backdrop was 
revealed about halfway through 
the show. The combination of the 
psychedelic hanging lights and the 
vast amount of cigarette smoke 
lingering in the air resembled a 
concert that was being held in a 
foggy southern swamp rather than 
a Grand Rapids club.
QOTSA played several new 
songs along with all their old hits. 
Lead singer Josh Homme made 
sure everyone was there to have 
a good time and told the crowd, 
“Friends don’t let friends have a 
bad time.”
Courtesy Photo / pressezentrum.org
Rock out: Lead singer Josh Homme of Queens of the Stone Age performs.
It didn’t take much to keep the 
crowd happy. Practically everyone 
in attendance was moving some 
part of their body during the entire 
show. It was virtually impossible 
to stay still with the catchy riffs 
and eccentric lyrics.
True to form, QOTSA simply 
played their music well. The 
energy level was fueled by how 
good the band sounded whether 
the audience knew' the song or 
not. Above using gimmicks to get
the crow d clapping or jumping, 
QOT SA was so talented and 
entertaining that they just did it 
w ithout having to be prompted at 
all. 'Hie band of veteran musicians 
proved why they have such a loyal 
fan base not only in the public, but 
within the music industry as well. 
It’s refreshing when a band can 
earn fans by being talented instead 
of relying on current trends.
dgibson@lanthorn.com
Dancer makes it to big stage in Milwaukee
By Brandy Arnold
CVl. A&E Editor
After six long weeks in a summer program 
with the Milwaukee Ballet Company. Melissa 
Brown received the news for which she had 
been waiting.
The Grand Valley State University alumna 
was chosen to dance professionally with the 
gecond company of the ballet.
“1 cried when I found out,” Brown said. 
‘Then 1 called everyone I knew.”
She then had less than a week to find an 
apartment in Milwaukee and say good-bye to 
friends and family, but she was so excited she 
drifted through those five days, she said.
“It’s all I’ve ever wanted to do in my whole 
life — to dance in a professional company,” she 
said. “Although I’m in the second company, we 
still get to dance in the big shows.”
Brown added the final days were nerve- 
wracking because she had no idea what the 
directors wanted since she came from a different 
background than the other dancers.
Most of the dancers were 18, 19 or 20, she 
said, and many dancers choose not to go to 
college in favor of starting a professional career.
“I was a little concerned that I was too old,” 
she said. “I didn’t take the traditional path to get 
here, but I love it.”
Brown will train as an apprentice for two 
years, with the opportunity to move up the 
ladder in the future.
“I’m thrilled to be here right now,” site said. 
“Just to have this on my resume, people will take 
me more seriously.”
Making the transition from college to the 
company has not been easy for Brown.
“I was shocked at how hard the choreography 
was.” she said. “It’s much more challenging than
at GVSU. Even once you get here, you have to 
work really hard, you don’t automatically get a 
part in the show.”
“The Nutcracker” is the next ballet the 
company performs. Brown said she is excited 
because “The Nutcracker” is a ballet she grew 
up with, performing it numerous times. During 
her last two years at GVSU, she had the lead role 
in the university production. Going from big fish 
to little fish has not been easy for Brown either.
“It’s been really hard because I had so much 
support and attention at Grand Valley,” she said. 
“Now I’m out here on my own. If I’m going to 
succeed I have to dig deep and work extremely 
hard. We’re friends here, but we’re also in 
competition with each other.”
She added despite this, the group of dancers 
has become more like family. Because the 
dancers, who are from all over the world, rarely 
get time off, they seldom go home so they must 
be there to support each other, she said.
“We probably won’t get to go home for 
Oiristmas, so we’re all going to have a little 
dinner here.” she said. “The company does 
really cute things to help us out.”
There is an additional great aspect of the 
company for Brown since missing family and 
friends has been the hardest part of the transition, 
she said.
“It’s called the Verizon family plan,” she 
said. “I talk on the phone an obsessive amount, 
and use Facebook and e-mail like crazy.”
There is one person she will not be able to 
see on her rare visits to GVSU, mentor Jefferson 
Baum, a professor of dance at GVSU who 
recently took a job with the National Dance 
Institute of New Mexico.
“He’s the reason why I chose Grand Valley.” 
she said. “He really pushed and motivated me. 
and I’m sad he’s gone. But there have been so
GVt Archive / Kyle A. Hudecz
Milwaukee's newest member: Alumna Melissa 
Brown performs her choreographed piece during a 
dress rehersal for her senior dance show last year
many professors that constantly told me I can do 
this.”
Those exact words are Brown’s mantra as 
she looks toward the future with the Milwaukee 
Ballet Company.
“So far this has been the hardest thing I’ve 
ever done in my life," she said. “But my goal is 
to try to keep dancing for as long as possible. I’ll 
be happy even if I don’t move higher up because 
I’ll know I’ve done my best and I’m proud I’ve 
made it this far.”
arts@lanthom.com
Literary magazine ‘fishladder’ adds drama section
By Sarah Stonestreet
GVL Staff Writer
Grand Valley State University’s 
literary magazine, fishladder, 
added Drama to its list of sections 
this year, giving students another 
avenue to showcase their talent.
The magazine, a student-run 
publication, provides writers the 
opportunity to submit their works 
of fiction, poetry, nonfiction, drama, 
photography and art in an annual 
publication, as well as periodic 
updates of submissions on their 
new Web site. The best of these 
will end up in the magazine. Jason 
Lenz, a senior and second year staff
member offishladder came up with 
the idea for the drama section last 
year.
“Having taken the drama 
emphasis track for my writing 
major. (I’m) loving it all the way 
and experiencing the process as a 
reader." Lenz said, “I felt that with 
a little initiative more could be done 
to liberate drama.”
He said this step forward 
could create opportunities for the 
writing department to forage with 
other departments, such as theatre 
and film. Having created the idea, 
however, put more pressure on him 
to help create the bond between 
the departments for the future, he
“Divided by Language,” produced, written and directed by 
faculty members Vandanna Pednekar-Maga! and Alan Bell, will air 
on WGVU-TV at 3 p.m. Sunday.
The film examines the role of an English language newspaper 
in multilingual India. It focuses on the uniqueness of India's press. 
The newspapers published in India's different languages focus 
on regional issues while the English press serves a pan-Indian 
readership. Through interviews with newspaper editors and social 
critics, the film examines the political and cultural influences of 
English press and the links between India's democracy and the 
media.
“Divided by language” has been screened at the World 
Journalism Education conference in Singapore, and is being 
distributed by the National Film Network.
I - i
added.
“By allowing drama, fishladder 
is distinguishing itself as one of 
the rare few literary journals in the 
country actually publishing plays," 
he said. “I would encourage any 
aspiring wordsmith looking to 
hone their skills and add depth to 
their prose to start looking into the
craft of play writing.’’
Drama submissions used to be 
published in the non-fiction section, 
mainly due to the small amount of 
submissions in the past.
“[Lenz] thought drama should 
be its own separate staff from non-
See Fishladder, B7
■ »
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‘Dance Stars’ to 
show professional 
work of GV dancers
By Jessica Pawlowski
CVL Stqff Writer
“Dance Stars Across America,” 
a show resulting from visiting 
professional choreographers, 
starts Friday at 8 p.m. in the 
Louis Armstrong Theatre at the 
Performing Arts Center.
Grand Valley State University 
dance students have been 
receiving choreography lessons 
for the event from four guest 
artists Beeea Sweitzer, George 
Smallwood, Thang Dao and 
Michael Phillips, who are from 
leading dance companies across 
the United States.
“Each guest came in for about 
two weeks,” said Lisa Catrett- 
Belrose, assistant professor of 
dance who arranged the event. 
“ ITiey taught master classes, set 
choreography and off ered detailed 
discussion about the professional 
world as a dancer.”
Catrctt-Belrose said the show 
will feature classical ballet, 
contemporary ballet, modem, tap 
and lyrical jazz pieces. Catrett- 
Bclrose taught dance to Sweitzer, 
who is from Los Angeles, in high 
school.
“I had 
the pleasure 
of running 
into (Catrett- 
Belmse) last 
year at a dance 
competition,”
Sweitzer said.
“It was then 
that she told 
me she’d like 
me to come 
and teach at 
GVSU. I was thrilled to accept 
the invitation!"
Sweitzer is currently touring 
with Kathryn McPhee from 
“American Idol.” She is known 
for her recent work in the film 
“Hairspray” and has also worked 
with Christina Aguilera, Jennifer 
Lopez and Ricky Martin.
“I like feeling that I can take all 
my experience and give back to 
those who are working towards a 
similar goal that I had," she said.
Sweitzer choreographed two 
original works for the GVSU 
dancers. She did a tap piece “If 
I’m Lucky...” and a lyrical piece 
“Are You Proud?’
“The tap piece is edgy and 
rock and roll, and the lyrical 
piece is definitely political,” she 
said. "The song I chose definitely 
makes a statement, and I tried to 
stay true to that.”
George Smallwood, from the 
Martha Graham and Battleworks 
dance companies, choreographed 
a high-energy modem dance piece 
called “Rush Hour.”
Thang Dao, a graduate of
Julliard and an award-winning 
choreographer, choreographed 
“There, in Quiet Dreams." •' 
“I sent (Catrett-Belrose) 
a video of my work and she 
called me immediately to make 
arrangements,” Dao said. “She 
thought that my work would 
complement the work of other* 
on the program.”
Dao held an audition for 
his piece and chose the best fit' 
dancers. He also taught several 
masters classes, exposing the 
students to new ways and methods 
of moving and thinking about the 
body. M’
“I think GVSU’s danoe 
department is moving in the rigtir 
direction in training and educating 
tomorrow’s professional dancers,” 
Dao added. <■ '*
Michael Phillips, a dancer with 
the Pascal Rioult Theatre in New 
York City, choreographed “If By 
Chance,” a light classical piqce 
with a modem twist.
Dance faculty Cal in Radulesciij 
will dance with his students in; 
“If By Chance” and perform in; 
“Gopak.” He also choreographed' 
a classical ballet "I^a Vivandierc." 
"We started to prepare at the< 
beginning of! 
this semester,”! 
R a d u I e s c u,1 
said. “We; 
worked very; 
hard, coming; 
to extra 
rehearsalsi 
every night,! 
and also on! 
Saturday and! 
Sundays.” — 
He said 
audience 
members should expect to see “a 
great show with beautiful dance 
students who try their best • to 
make it as close as possible tb'a 
professional level performance.»
The event is part of the Pall 
Arts Celebration at GVSU.' 
Another performance 'is 
scheduled for Saturday at » *2/ 
p.m. Both performances run just 
less than two hours. Tickets are 
$20 for general public, $10 for 
students and faculty with proper 
identification and $5 for children 
younger than 12. Tickets may be 
purchased at the LAT Box Offipe,; 
through Star Tickets Plus 
calling (616) 2224000 or (8(5$ 
585-3737 or online at http://w\vja 
starticketplus.com. |«!
“We are all looking forw^iit 
to this show- and are eager to h$at; 
the audience response,” Catr^tf-; 
Belrose said. “This concert 
sure to move you and if you 
never been to a dance conceit 
before you won’t want to rrfgb 
this one.”
jpawlowski ® lanthorn ctiS^
GVL / Kyle A. Hudea]
Dancing dames: "Dance Stars Across America” will start Friday at 8 p m in the • 
Louie Armstrong Theatre in the Performing Arts Center.
“This concert is sure 
to move you and if 
you have never been 
to a dance concert 
before you won’t want 
to miss this one.”
LISA CATRETT-BELROSE
ASST PROF OF DANCE
MOTMAN'S
677-1525 FARM MARKET Mon-Sat. Saw - 7pw
HARVEST TIME SPECIAL ^
McIntosh $C 95 
Apples
Also Picking: Gala, Honey Crisp,Cortlande,
Bose Pears, Ida Reds, Jonathan, Empires,
Red & Golden Delicious
At an Affordable Price!
Bananas 
*/lbs
Green Cabbage (large head) 99* 
Michigan Potato (101b bag)
Fresh Apple Cider $3.4?aiion
GVSU Students A Faculty Save 10°'o OFF a Purchase of $5 or More with ID
5
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Strange, but true
WASHINGTON (AP) - 
Somebody should have looked at 
A map.
The State Department with 
gjeat fanfare on Tuesday signed 
an agreement with landlocked 
Mongolia that will allow Mongolian 
ships to be boarded and searched 
if they are suspected of carrying 
weapons of mass destruction. 
••iThis despite the fact that 
Mongolia — a vast land that’s home 
to the Gobi Desert, windswept 
steppes and laigely populated by 
nomadic yak herders — has no 
navy at all and lies thousands of 
miles from open waters.
-.iThe U.S.-Mongolia ship 
boarding pact, the eighth signed 
between the United States and 
usually coastal or island nations, is 
designed to cover those Mongolian- 
Bagged ships in international 
waters that might be used by other 
countries, notably North Korea, to 
disguise cargos of illegal weaponry, 
U.S. officials said.
Asked what Washington hoped
to achieve with the agreement. 
State Department spokesman Sean 
McCormack said ‘Til have to 
check,” but stressed it was a key 
part of the “Proliferation Security 
Initiative” that aims to halt trade 
in nuclear, chemical and biological 
weapons.
Although Mongolia has only 
62 ships registered under the “flag” 
program, according to the latest 
edition of the CIA World Fact book, 
officials said it is important to sign 
up as many countries as possible no 
matter how modest their fleet.
The seven countries that have 
signed agreements before Tuesday 
account for nearly 10,000 registered 
ships and include the top three 
“flag of convenience” nations — 
Panama, Liberia and Malta — as 
well as Cyprus and the Marshall 
Islands, which are both in the top 10, 
according to the State Department.
MANSFIELD, Ohio (AP) 
— Karen and Mark Cline were 
teenagers when they got married
and didn’t have $150 to pay a 
photographer for their wedding 
photos.
But now they’ve got the 
pictures, just in time for their 27th 
anniversary on Thursday.
Their photographer located 
Karen Cline last week at the diner 
where she works and surprised her 
with a photo album.
It was too much for Karen 
Cline.
“I just stood there and cried and 
cried and hugged him,” she said, 
tearing up again as she described 
their meeting.
She said she was 18 at the time, 
and felt heartsick because she and 
her husband, who was 19, couldn’t 
afford to pay Wagner. Instead, all 
they have had was a single photo 
that someone else took, of her 
walking down the aisle.
Wagner said he was able to track 
down Karen Cline after running 
into her stepfather a few weeks ago. 
He said she immediately wrote him 
a check for $ 150.
Dave and Doogie by Jeremy Leiter
I thought you 
said this was a 
costume party...
1 *"
Fishladder
continued from page B6
.Action, as the conventions of 
drama are pretty significantly 
different from those of non-fiction,” 
said Jenn Bedard, editor-in-chief of 
the magazine. “We are also hoping 
that we will receive more drama 
submissions if people are aware of 
drama as its own entity.”
. .Melissa Roberson, a writing 
m^jor and a reader for the new 
section, chose the genre because of 
her interest in drama as well as the 
opportunity to work in something
new.
“I became a reader because it 
looks good on my resume,” she 
said. “Fishladder is giving me 
experience in a field I hope to 
someday work in.”
This opportunity is the main 
reason why anyone submits their 
work, to the magazine, Roberson 
added.
.“Plus, we offer cash prizes for 
exceptional work and it just feels 
good in general to know that your 
work is worth publishing,” she 
said.
Lenz and Roberson’s
enthusiasm for the new section is 
shared by the rest of the staff, and 
the entire magazine is gearing up 
for the upcoming submission date, 
Wednesday at 5 p.m. For those 
without time, to submit anything 
now, but who are still interested 
in getting published, they have 
scheduled three more submission 
dates, listed on their new Web site 
at http://www.fishladder.org. For 
more information visit the Web 
site or contact one of the section 
editors.
sstonestreet@lanthom.com
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Why is it harder for women to 
orgasm?
The concept has frustrated 
women dozens of times.
Some have even left feeling 
disappointed after sex because 
he finished and she didn’t.
It’s a known fact that women 
experience orgasms less easily 
or less often than men.
According to Sexologist 
Thomas Erwin Gertz, many 
women — about one out of 
three — have trouble reaching 
orgasm when having sex with 
a partner, and most women 
experience orgasm through 
clitoral stimulation rather than 
through vaginal penetration.
Please keep in mind that 
every woman’s body reacts 
differently to various sexual 
instances, and every woman has 
different preferences for how 
she likes to be stimulated. So, 
communication with partners 
is the key. Unfortunately, men 
cannot read minds, so it’s 
important to be clear about what 
feels good and what doesn’t, 
Gertz said.
Intuition would make you 
believe that the lining or walls 
of the vagina are somehow 
more akin to the tip of the penis. 
If we follow that logic, these 
two matching surfaces would 
engage one another during 
intercourse resulting in ultimate 
mutual pleasure, physically 
and emotionally. Yet for some
reason mother nature has played 
a trick. During intercourse, 
primarily the emotional element 
comes into play as the female 
creates a physical union with 
the male, Gertz said. There is 
a simple but not necessarily 
well known explanation for 
this circumstance. Unlike the 
glands of the penis, the vagina 
has relatively few sensual 
receptors. Ironically, the deeper 
the penetration, the fewer 
the receptors. The relatively 
few nerve receptors which do 
exist in the vagina are actually * 
located in the lower third, which 
in many women may be only 
marginally sensitive at best.
Although it’s true that the 
entire body is in some way 
involved during climax, the 
key sensual receptor will 
always be the clitoris. Without 
engaging the clit directly or 
indirectly, there can be no 
prospect of orgasm. It seems 
difficult, particularly for men 
to understand that something 
as diminutive as the clit could 
be so vitally important. How 
could this tiny, almost external 
appendage be infinitely more 
sensitive than the vagina itself?
If all of this information is 
taken into consideration, it is 
obvious that for a woman to 
achieve climax, the clitoris must 
be stimulated in some fashion. 
So if a woman is having 
difficulty reaching orgasm, 
she may want to try clitoral
stimulation during, before or 
after vaginal intercourse or oral 
sex, Gertz said. Most women 
who reach orgasm with a 
partner have also experienced 
an orgasm from masturbation, 
he added.
But don’t think women have 
all the troubles. Gertz said guys 
don’t always achieve orgasm 
either. It’s not uncommon 
for them to have trouble 
reaching orgasm, or getting or 
maintaining an erection, he said. 
Achieving an orgasm has a lot 
to do with sex and pleasure, 
but sexual pleasure for women 
and men has a lot to do with 
emotion and relaxation. So 
no matter how good it feels, 
it is difficult to enjoy sex and 
reach an orgasm if we are 
uncomfortable, self-conscious 
or don’t feel quite right about 
what’s going on or about our 
partners.
Sources: Dr. Thomas 
Erwin Gertz, sexologist, http:// 
americancollegeofsexologists. 
org
Love/Sex is a collaboration 
by Lanthorn staff. We aren't 
professionals, but we consult 
those who are to bring you 
better advice than your 
roommate. Submit questions 
to lovesex@lanthorn.com.
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Free Classifieds for GVSU stu­
dents, faculty and staff. Two in­
sertions per order. 25 words or 
less, subject to Grand Valley 
Lanthorn’s approval. Must or­
der through GVSU e-mail via 
Lanthorn.com website. Click on 
“classifieds” under “Features” 
and follow directions. If Ques­
tions, call 331-2460.
Star 129, The Brightest, Most 
Brilliant Diamond. Exclusively 
from Thomas S. Fox. Engage­
ment and Wedding Rings. Your 
student ID card is worth more 
than its weight in gold at Tho­
mas S. Fox Diamond Jewelers. 
Show it and get 10% off store­
wide. 28th Street SE at Rad- 
cliff. 942-2990.
Entertainment
Roommates
Services
Opportunities
Wanted
Opportunities
The Bob. Industry Nights, Sun­
day nights 9 pm/18+ 2nd floor. 
Monday Night Football 8 pm 
2nd floor. Pizza buffet 
Monday-Friday 11:30 a.m. to 2 
p.m. Dr. Grins Comedy Club 
featuring nationally acclaimed 
comedians THU FRI SAT. 
616-353-2000.
Our Max Checking account 
pays 5% APY and offers free 
ATMs anywhere! Earn the max 
on your money. Stop into any 
branch, call 616.242.9790, or 
visit us online at 
www.LMCU.org
Gets the adrenaline going. 
Yours and whoever reads about 
it on your resume. Learn, Lead, 
Succeed...Become an Army of­
ficer. Contact Captain Aaron 
Combs at 616-771-9495 or 
aaron.a.combs@wmich.edu. 
Classes are now available to 
ALL GVSU students and schol­
arships are available NOW for 
all qualified students!
Harvest Time Specials at Mot- 
man’s Farm Market! Pumpkins 
starting at $0.79 and up. Fresh 
apple cider $3.49 a gallon. 
GVSU students & faculty save 
10% OFF a purchase of $5 or 
more with ID.
Want people to take advantage 
of the opportunities you have to 
offer? Place an ad and reach 
thousands! Call the Lanthorn 
for more information. 331-2460.
Congratulations
Birthdays
Employment
Assistant Business Manager 
Position open for winter se­
mester ‘08 at the Lanthorn.
Great pay, flexible hours up to 
15 per week, can be taken as a 
paid internship. Must be able to 
work well with other people. 
Mac experience is desired, but 
not necessary. Business ma­
jors preferred. Apply at the 
Lanthorn office and include your 
resume. Call 331-2486 for 
more information.
Bartenders wanted. Up to 
$250/Day. No Experience nec­
essary. Training provided. Age 
18+ Okay. Call 1-800-965-6520. 
ext. 226.
Think fast think Fed Ex. Multiple 
shifts for your busy schedule! 
Shift times: 4 a.m. to 9 a.m., 5 
p.m. to 10 p.m. Start and end 
times may vary by one hour. 
Please apply in person between 
9 a.m. and 4 p.m. Monday 
through Thursday. We are lo­
cated at 3378 Three Mile Rd 
NW Walker Ml 49534.
Looking for physical therapist 
or physical therapy assistant 
for a fast-paced, growing out­
patient physical therapy clinic. 
Full time position with benefits 
and IRA. Please send resume 
to
employmentopps@hotmail.com.
Student work- Fall Income, 
good starting pay
customer sales/service Work 
around classes
Weekends/ weekdays available 
No experience
necessary Training provided
Start immediately
Apply now at www.workforstu-
dents.com or
call (616) 241-6303
Attention Students;
Part time income- $14.25 
base/appt.
Flexible schedules. Customer 
sales/service
Will train, Immediate openings, 
internships/
scholarships avail, conditions
apply. Call
now (616) 241-6303
We’re a family of 3 and looking 
for someone to help out around 
the house and with our 13yr old 
son. FREE room and board will 
be offered. This would be a 
great opportunity for someone 
needing hours for child devel­
opment, education, or similar. 
Contact Matt or Tanya at 
616-837-7198.
Mink jacket for sale. Brand new, 
mink front with blue-fox 
sleeves, black, size small. Sell­
ing for $535. Contact Gwen 
231-744-0540.
1998 Jeep Gr. Cherokee. 115K, 
4.0 I-6 engine, black, well main­
tained, ask for Josh at 
892-9060.
Nice 2 BD, 2 BA mobile home. 
Very clean and well kept. All ap­
pliances included. Nice big 
deck plus a storage shed. Pos­
sibly partially furnished. 20 min­
utes from GVSU. $5,000. Call 
616-846-2361.
Mattresses; brand new. Twin, 
full, queen. $130 and up, can 
deliver. 616-682-4767
Housing
Looking for the best in rental 
housing? Look no more! 
American Realty specializes in 
college housing with over 50 
houses in the greater Grand 
Rapids area. Go visit our 
homes on-line and apply today. 
www. american - realty. net
616.913.9004
Brand new (under construction) 
apartments and townhomes. 
The Village at 48 West. 
Pre-leasing for fall 2008. Furni­
ture included, washer/dryer, fit­
ness center, free wi-fi and ex­
panded cable. Pre-lease by De­
cember 31, 2007 and receive a 
free iPhone! Sign up today! 
616-850-1056,
www.48west.info, or 
48west@48west.info.
Room (possibly two available) 
for rent in our four bedroom, 1.5 
bathroom home. Full basement 
with free laundry, driveway and 
street parking. Rent is $330 a 
month plus split utilities (ave. 
30/mo); Please call or e-mail 
Kari at 616.322.9010 or 
brownke@student.gvsu.edu
Looking for a place to stay next 
semester or even sooner? Du­
plex in downtown Allendale has 
2 bedroom 2 bathroom in need 
of occupancy. Rent $400 a 
month. All new appliances, 
covered parking, great GV 
neighbors! 810-814-0508
Need a female to take my lease 
at Campus View for winter 
2008. 4 BD, 2 BA townhouse. 
Friendly roommates, like things 
neat. Call 616-212-6071 if inter­
ested.
Meadows Crossing...the NEW 
student townhome community 
located at the 48th Ave. en­
trance to GVSU. Now leasing 
for 2008! Take advantage of 
early bird specials- FREE 
water/sewer, FREE high speed 
internet, FREE cable TV includ­
ing 23 premium movie chan­
nels, FREE parking, and FREE 
trash removal. Call today 
892.2700 for all the details! 
Visit us at our new clubhouse or 
online at www.meadowscross- 
ing.net!
Female roommate needed 
ASAP. Off campus Heritage 
Apartments located on Canal 
and 44th St. 10 to 15 minutes to 
both campuses. Rent including 
utilities $330/month. Contact 
Michelle 616-318-4504.
Room for rent. 6 bedroom, 2.5 
bathroom house. Minutes from 
Allendale campus. Laundry, vol­
leyball court, huge backyard. 
Driveway snowplowed! 
$390/month everything in­
cluded. Call 248-703-3663.
Quality built new homes in Al­
lendale close to GVSU campus. 
Starting at $139,900. Call Steve 
Hanson at 616-291-2668
on 28th St. in Wyoming
is looking for energetic & outgoing 
servers to join their team! :
St;,,' : t,j jppi, )| ! ‘'VV Wyimviq
■y ’i vo ii*, ,i 'till.)! loiuj ;'L' .'SI')
Housing
2 rooms for rent in our home in 
Coopersville. Bathroom, 
kitchen, and living space shared 
between the two rooms. FREE 
use of laundry and weight room. 
$350 per month with all utilities 
included except personal 
phone. Must have references. 
Contact Matt or Tanya at 
616-837-7198^^^^^^^^
Internships
Lost & Found
Lost and found word ads are 
free of charge for three con­
secutive editions. 30 words 
maximum, and then regular 
rates apply. Submit ads online 
at lanthorn.com. Call GVL at
Miscellaneous
Do you know someone who de­
serves an “I am Grand Valley" 
t-shirt? Nominate them at 
www.gvsu.edu/iamgv.
Looking for up-to-date news 
and events? Look no further! 
Come check us out on the web 
- www.lanthorn.com is your 
source for on campus events as 
well as activities in the commu­
nity. If your student organiza­
tion has something to say- post 
it with us! We keep you in­
formed. For contact informa­
tion feel free to e-mail lan- 
thorn@gvsu.edu or call 
616-331-2460.
Now Leasing
lor2008
Meadows Crossing
Your Premier Student Townhome Community 
Located at the 48th Avenue Entrance to GVSU
■it us at °ur
or cdl us toda/ tc>
Schedule. appe* *£»**£•_
UJtAjtO
sneadoujSSroSS'r^
S*#**>L MeadOWSC 112 Leasing Office Hours:
r-fcj *jTlCqUUVY3V-l *5 900am 500pm,Monday Friday
smart living 1200pm-500pm,Saturday
10745 48th Avenue • Allendale, Michigan 49401 • 616-892-2700 • 616 892-2702-fax • www.meadowscrossing net
COMPLIMENTARY MOVIE PASS
invites you and a guest to a 
special advance screening.
The first 50 people to stop by the The Grand Valley Lanthorn office 
on Thursday, October 25 will receive a complimentary pass for you and a 
guest to the special advance screening. The screening will be on 
Tuesday, October 30 at the AMC Star Grand Rapids at 7:00PM.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn is located at 100 Commons in Allendale.
While supplies last. Limit ona paaa par paraon. Paaa admit* taro (2). Arrive early aa aeatlng la limited and on a 
flrat-come, flret-eerved beat* This film Is rated R (Restricted - Under 17 Requires Accompanying Parent Or Adult .' 
Guardian) for violence, pervasive drug content and language, nudity and sexuality.
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